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Experimental Studies of Laser Guiding and Wake Excitation 

Abstract 

m Plasma Channels. 

by 

Pavel V olfbeyn 

Submitted to the Department of Physics 
on May 22, 1998 in partial fulfillment of the 

requirements for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy in Physics 

This thesis presents results of experimental investigations of laser guiding in plasma 

channels. A new technique for plasma channel creation, the Ignitor - Heater scheme was 

proposed and experimentally tested in hydrogen and nitrogen. It made use of two laser 

pulses. The Ignitor, an ultrashort (<100 fs) laser pulse, was brought to a line focus using a 

cylindrical lens to ionize the gas. The Heater pulse (100-200 ps long) was used 

subsequently to heat the existing spark via inverse Bremsstrahlung. The hydrodynamic 

shock expansion created a partially evacuated plasma channel with a density minimum on 

axis. Such a channel has properties of an optical waveguide. This technique allowed, for 

the first time, creation of plasma channels in low atomic number gases, such as hydrogen, 

which is of importance for guiding of highly intense laser pulses. The channel density was 

diagnosed with time resolved longitudinal interferometry. From these measurements the 

plasma temperature was inferred. 

The guiding properties of the channels were tested by injecting a 5xl 017 W/cm2
, 
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75fs laser pulse. The guiding properties and transmission and coupling efficiency were 

studied as a function of relative position of the channel and the injection pulse focus. 

Whereas entrance coupling efficiency into the channel was lower than expected, channel 

coupling to continuum losses were found to be in good agreement with analytical 

predictions. We speculate that increased coupling efficiency can be achieved through j 

better mode matching into the channel. 

Analytic and numerical one dimensional (1-D), nonrelativistic theory of laser 
,· l 

pulse propagation in underdense plasma was presented, in the context of laser wakefield 

acceleration. The relation between the laser pulse energy depletion, longitudinal laser I 
\ I 

pulse shape distortion, and changes in the group velocity and center wavelength was 

' explored. 1-D theory was extended to treat the case of a laser excitinga wake in a hollow 

plasma channel, by making use of an energy conservation argument. Based on the results 

of this theory, a laser wakefield diagnostic was proposed where, by measuring the 

changes in phase or spectrum of the driving laser pulse, it is possible to infer the 

amplitude of the plasma wake. 

f • 
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1 Introduction 

Testing of new and existing theories in high energy physics requires development 

of particle accelerators capable of producing particle beams with multi TeV energies [1]. 

The energy gain in an accelerator is proportional to the product of accelerating field, Ez, 

and acceleration length, L, 11 W = EzL. The conventional RF accelerators commonly 

operate in Ez=l 0-20 MV /m range and are not expected to reach gradients higher than 200 

MV /m, limited by electrical breakdown in the accelerating cavities. The electrical 

breakdown originates with electron field emission from the walls of the cavity. These 

electrons generate secondary electrons when they reach other metal parts of the RF 

accelerating structure and this leads to avalanche breakdown. With the highest 

conventionally achievable gradients, the length of a multi Te V accelerator, and with it the 

cost, are likely to be prohibitively high. A solution to this problem is building an 

accelerator with electric field gradient several orders of magnitude higher than currently 

achieved with the RF technology, thereby reducing the length of the machine, and thus the 

cost. Laser Plasma Accelerators have been proposed [2] to eliminate the breakdown 

problem by operating in plasma with no solid walls in the region of high fields. 

The focus of this thesis is on a particular type of plasma accelerator, the Laser 

Wakefield Accelerator (L WF A). A laser wakefield accelerator uses a single laser pulse 

travelling through a plasma with the plasma density n less than critical density 
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nc = m/ 4ne2w2
, where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron respectively and 

m is the laser frequency, and leaves behind a longitudinal plasma density modulation at 

the plasma frequency (a plasma wave) w; = 4ne2n I m. The critical density is a plasma 

density above which the electromagnetic fields of the laser become evanescent in the 

plasma. To excite a large amplitude plasma wave, the laser pulse must have extremely 

intense fields, such that the quiver velocities of the plasma electrons are relativistic and 

should have a duration on the order of the plasma period. This plasma wave has phase 

velocity equal to the laser group velocity. In an underdense plasma this velocity is close 

to the speed of light. Thus, this plasma wave is well suited to accelerating relativistic 

electrons, because a highly relativistic electron, moving with velocities close to the speed 

of light, will sample the acceleratingphase of the plasma wave for extended periods of 

time. Because the accelerating process happens on the timescale of several plasma 

periods, the plasma stays organized and confined and most of the well known plasma 

instabilities are avoided. 

Since the original proposal oflaser driven plasma accelerators [2] in 1979, where it 

was proposed that plasma waves with extremely high longitudinal electric fields and with 

phase velocity close to the speed of light can be excited by ponderomotive pressure of a 

laser pulse [3], the field has progressed past the proof-of-principle stage (for a recent 

review see E. Esarey et al. [12]). 

The ability of laser pulses to excite plasma waves with high gradients (> 1 GV /m) 

was first shown in plasma beat wave experiments [4], where the plasma waves were 
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excited by a train of pulses produced by beating of two long laser pulses instead of a 

single laser pulse. The reason for using the beat wave scheme for the plasma wave 

excitation was because laser technology capable of producing high intensity ultrashort 

pulses was not available in the early 1980's. A pulse train With pulse spacing equal to the 

plasma period was produced by beating two appropriately chosen lines of a C02 laser. 

'· ( 
By accelerating externally injected electrons [5], these beat wave experiments proved that 

the excited plasma waves had large gradients (30 GV/m) with a phase velocity close to the 

speed of light. 

Chirped pulse amplification [ 6] in lasers made it possible to produce the higher 

laser intensity and shorter pulse duration of a single pulse, needed for experimental 

studies of L WF A, where a single laser pulse with duration matched to the plasma period 

'~ f 

is used to excite the plasma wave [2]. 

The next step in the development of the L WF A, after the demonstration of the 

ability to excite plasma waves with high electric field gradients, is making an accelerating 

structure with a macroscopic acceleration length. There are several effects limiting the 

acceleration length and hence, the maximum energy achievable in a L WF A structure. The 

first and most severe limit on the energy gain in a homogeneous plasma L WF A is laser 

diffraction. To reach the high intensities needed for plasma wave excitations, on the order 
' I 

of 1018 W/cm2
, the laser pulse (or pulses) must be focused to spotsizes on the order of 

several laser wavelengths. In all experiments to date, the high plasma electric fields were 

confined to distances on the order of the diffraction distance of the laser, the Rayleigh 

range. In order for laser acceleration to achieve higher energies, desirable for future 

10 



colliders, the acceleration distance must be increased. Consequently, the laser beam must 

remain tightly focused over distances of many Rayleigh ranges. The second lin1itation 

stems from the fact that the plasma wave phase velocity (equal to the group velocity of 

the exciting laser pulse) is less than the speed oflight. In this so called dephasing lin1it, an 

electron will initially gain energy from the wave and subsequently slip into a decelerating 

region of the plasma oscillation by overtaking the wave. The third limitation arises from 

the depletion of the laser pulse, as it gives up energy to the plasma wave. This again 

yields an upper limit on how long a L WF A structure can be. Whereas the laser depletion 

is unavoidable and is, in fact, an inherent consequence of plasma wave excitation, the 

diffraction must and can be overcome. These three lin1its on the acceleration length are 

addressed in this thesis. 

Laser guiding in plasma channels has been proposed [7] as a means to extend the 

acceleration length. The index of refraction in a plasma of density n can be approximated 

(1)2 

by 11R == 1-~· As in an optical fiber, a plasma channel can provide optical guiding if 
2w 

the index of refraction peaks on axis. This requires a plasmll: density profile that has a 

local minimum on axis. To be relevant for high gradient L WF A, a plasma channel has to be 

able to guide a high intensity, ~ 1018 W/cm2
, laser pulses over distances approaching the 

dephasing length (several centimeters for plasma densities around 1018 cm-3 and a laser 

wavelength of about 1 micron). 

Experimentally, low power laser pulses have been guided in plasma channels [8]. 

In these experiments one laser pulse ( ~ 1 00 ps, ~ 1 00 mJ) was brought to a line focus in a 
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mixture of high atomic number (Z) gases with an axicon lens to produce a few em long 

plasma, and subsequently heat it via inverse Bremsstrahlung. The resulting hydrodynamic 

expansion led to a time-dependent density profile with a minimum on-axis. Pulse 

propagation over distances of up to 70 Rayleigh lengths (about 2.2 em) of moderately 

intense laser pulses (< 5xlo14 W/cm2), with pulse lengths much larger than the plasma 

period, was demonstrated in these experiments. The intensity of the channel creation laser 

pulse, achieved in these experiments was not sufficient for ionization of low Z gases, but 

required instead the use of high Z gases. Unfortunately, in channels produced with high Z 

gases, an ultra-intense pulse would further ionize the gas on the channel axis, thereby 

negating the guiding. While the 1 00 ps long laser pulse was energetic enough to cause 

significant plasma heating, ionization of low Z atoms requires an order of magnitude 

higher laser intensity . 

To allow the use of low Z atoms and to demonstrate the feasibility of guiding of 

the highly intense laser pulses over many Rayleigh ranges we have developed a novel 

method for channel production: the Ignitor - Heater technique. With this technique gases 

can be fully stripped of electrons, or ionized to sufficient depths, so that the intense laser 

pulse, which is injected into the channel to drive the plasma wave, does not alter the 

channel plasma density profile through additional ionization. Rather than utilizing a single 

laser pulse for ionization and heating, this scheme makes use of two laser pulses. A 

femtosecond "Ignitor" pulse is used to create the initial spark. A longer, ~200 ps, 

perfectly time synchronized "Heater" pulse is then introduced to heat the pl(:lsma. 

Results of Ignitor - Heater channel production experiments and measurements of the 
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channel transverse plasma density profile with femtosecond Mach-Zehnder 

interferometry will be presented. The guiding of intense laser pulses will be 

experimentally verified and issues related to energy coupling in these channels will be 

studied. 
I \ 

We then investigate the other two limits on the L WF A interaction length, laser 

pulse depletion and dephasing. At laser intensities on the order of 1018 W/cm2 the index of 

refraction of the plasma is modified by its interaction with the laser pulse through 

relativistic effects as well as through a plasma density modulation arising from the excited 
.. _ .. 

plasma wave. The interaction with plasma affects both longitudinal and transverse \ I -,-

properties of the laser pulse, which, in tum, leads to changes in the coupling between the 
,, 

laser pulse and the plasma as well as in properties of the acceleratingplasma wave. These 

issues affect the depletion and dephasing. They are important for evaluation and 

optimization of the efficiency of LWFA designs. We present a one dimensional (1-D), \ -. 

nonrelativistic analytic model of the driving pulse evolution and supporting simulation 

results. A novel theoretical approach, based on energy conservation, is used to extend the 

1-D theory to treat laser pulse evolution as it excites a plasma wake in a channel. The 

relation between the laser pulse energy depletion, longitudinal laser pulse shape 

distortion, and changes in the group velocity and center wavelength is explored. Based on 

the results of this theory we propose a new plasma wave diagnostic method based on the 

theory of the evolution of the driving laser pulse [9]. 

The first measurements of the excited plasma wave amplitude were done by 

Thomson scattering [10]. Energy spectra of externally injected electrons, accelerated in 
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the plasma, were later used as a measure of the plasma wave fields [5], which agreed with 

the Thomson scattering measurements. Longitudinal femtosecond interferometry [11 ], 

using an externally injected laser pulse and measuring the phase shift imparted to it by the 

plasma wave as a function of delay time after the driving pulse, was shown recently to be 

yet another valuable technique for measuring the excited wave amplitude. 

The diagnostic proposed in this thesis derives information about the first period 

(from the front of the laser pulse) of the excited plasma wave, through measurement of 

the phase or frequency evolution of the driving laser pulse. It is passive, in that it does 

not require any additional laser pulses or an externally injected electron beam. 

In Chapter 2 of this thesis we begin with the theory of the L WF A in a 

homogeneous plasma and in a plasma channel. Discussion of the physics governing the 

ionization and inverse Bremsstrahlung heating, in the laser acceleration relevant regime, is 

given in Chapter 3. The description of the Ti:Sapphire laser system we have built 

specifically for the experiments of this thesis is given in Chapter 4. The major experimental 

results are presented in Chapter 5. These are a proof-of-principle experiment on the Ignitor 

- Heater scheme, the first measurements of plasma channel profiles in hydrogen, obtained 

with longitudinal two dimensional imaging interferometry with femtosecond temporal 

resolution, demonstration of intense laser pulse guiding, and coupling efficiency 

characterization. A theoretical treatment of the driving laser pulse evolution as it excites a 

plasma wave in a homogeneous plasma and in a plasma channel is given in Chapter 6, 

followed by conclusions in Chapter 7. 
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2 Theory of Laser Wakefield Generation and 
Plasma Channel Guiding 

This Chapter covers the basic theory required for understanding the Laser Wakefield 

Accelerator (LWFA) [2], [3], and [12] and laser guiding in a plasma channel. In a L WFA, 

an ultra-short laser pulse is used to excite a plasma wave via the ponderomotive force 

from the gradient in the laser pulse intensity. The laser pulse length 't is chosen such that 

w r=n p . 

Analytical calculation of the coupling of a laser pulse to a longitudinal plasma 

wave in a homogeneous plasma is presented in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 addresses guiding 

of laser pulses in plasma channels. The plasma wakefield modes in channels are discussed 

in Section 2.3. 

2. 1 Basic Theory 

In this section, the well known cold fluid model for laser plasma interactions is 

derived. The driving laser pulse couples to the plasma through Maxwell's Equations: 
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n B- _ 1 oE 4n 1-v X ---+-
C 0t C , 

(2.1) 

where E and B are the laser electric and magnetic fields respectively, and ] is the current 

density in the ambient plasma due to the laser pulse. Eq. (2.1) is rewritten in terms of the 

Lorentz invariant normalized vector potential a0 = ....!!!__, where c is the speed of light in 
wmc 

vacuum, by taking the curl of the first equation, a time derivative of the second, and 

combining them, to obtain the wave equation 

- 1 o2 
lio - 4ne -

Y'xY'xao +2-2----3 J. 
c 0t me 

(2.2) 

From now on a linearly polarized laser pulse with purely transverse fields is assumed and 

any fast oscillations at twice the laser frequency are averaged. The assumption is valid, 

provided the laser spotsize is much larger than the wavelength. Eq. (2.2) becomes a scalar 

equation with the amplitude a0 of the normalized vector potential replacing the vector, 

where exao = a0 . Since the transverse size of the laser pulse is much larger than the 

amplitude of the displacement of an electron (- aoc I w ), the transverse canonical 

momentum of an electron moving in the laser fields is conserved and yV..L I c = -a0 , where 

V j_is the amplitude of the electron quiver velocity, the electron quiver velocity is 

collinear with a0 , and y = ( 1 + a~ I 2 t 2
• The transverse current density then is also 

collinear with a0 , its amplitude is J=-neaoc and 
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(2.3) 

Under the assumption that the vector potential is purely transverse, Eq. (2.3) becomes: 

(J) 

where kP = _p_. 
c 

In a slab geometry we obtain 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

In a 1-D model a transversely homogeneous plasma and a plane laser wave are 

assumed. In that case the x:.derivative is zero and the vector potential a0 is a function of 

z and t only. Changing variables to z = z, ~ = z- ct transforms Eq. (2.5) into 

(2.6) 

The next section is concerned with determining the right hand side ofEq. (2.6) 
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2.1.1 Laser Wakefield in Uniform Plasmas 

The right hand side of Eq. (2.6) describes the influence of the plasma on the pulse 

propagation. The laser pulse, through the ponderomotive force, excites a wake. The 

physics of ponderomotive excitation of plasma wakes is the focus of this section. 

The widely used cold electron fluid model is based on some simplifying 

approximations. The laser duration is on the order of 1/wP, so the ion motion is neglected. 

The plasma is assumed to be underdense, or wP << w. The plasma electrons experience 

action of the laser fields, denoted by E and B or, in dimensionless form, by the Lorentz 

invariant normalized vector potential a0 • The assumption of purely transverse laser fields is 

justified if the laser spotsize is much larger than the wavelength, or if the laser is assumed 

to be near to a waist. The excited wave amplitude is found from the fluid equation for the 

electrons 

(IV e(- v - -) -+(v·V)v=- EJ. +-xBJ. +EP , 
at m c 

(2.7) 

where v is the velocity of a fluid element and EP is the electric field generated by the 

plasma wave. The thermal pressure, VnkT, is neglected since the thermal velocity is, by 

assumption, much smaller than the velocity of the oscillatory motion in the laser field, 

vth << v osc. The electron velocity is written as 

(2.8) 

Eq. (2.8) is motivated by the fact that, provided that the maximum electron excursion is 
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much less than the laser spotsize, r
5

, (the a0c I W"s << 1 limit), in the absense of the plasma 

wave, v = iic would satisfy Eq. (2.7) because the transverse derivative part of the second 

term of the left hand side of the Eq. (2. 7) would be much smaller than the longitudinal 

derivative part. The s subscipt denotes a slow velocity term, varying as wP << w. v = iic 

can be obtained from the conservation of transverse momentUII1 as well. By substituting 

Eq. (2.8) into Eq. (2.7) and averaging over the fast laser period, an equation describing the 

evolution of the slow component of electron velocity, vs, is obtained 

(2.9) 

where f is the laser ponderomotive potential given by 

(2.10) 

Solving the continuity equation for the perturbation to initial plasma density n = n0 + 8n: 

(2.11) 

From the Poisson equation 

(2.12) 

and Eqs. (2.9) and (2.11 ), an equation for plasma wave excitation is obtained 
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where m;0 = 4ne2n0 I m is the unperturbed plasma frequency. 

After making a variable change g = z - c,_t, t = t, as is common, we have 

m 
where kp=mp/c, and, again under assumptions of 1a1 << 1 and_!!_<< 1. 

m 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

The solution to the driven harmonic oscillator equation (Eqn.(2.14)) can be written 

as 

(2.15) 

2.2 Plasma Channel as Optical Guide 

As discussed in Chapter 1, for the L WF A to achieve the high energies needed by 

the high energy physics community, the wake excitation must be done by a guided laser 

pulse in a plasma channel. Similar to conventional fiber optics, the transverse 
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characteristics of the laser beam are determined by the transverse profile of the guide, i.e. 

the plasma density profile. There are two main types of channels that have been 

considered in the literature: the parabolic channel and.the hollow channel. The parabolic 

channel has a cylindrically symmetric, parabolic density profile with nrinimum density on 

axis. It is usually assumed that· the plasma wake in a parabolic channel is purely 

electrostatic or, equivalently, that the channel size is large compared to the plasma 

wavelength [13], [14]. The hollow channel refers to a cylindrically symmetric step 

plasma density profile, where the density inside the channel is zero, and the wall 

thickness is much less than a plasma wavelength. 

A hollow channel is particularly favorable for the propagation of a high quality 

electron beam. It supports a single electromagnetic plasma wave mode and can be 

designed to support only one guided laser mode [13], [15]. This suppresses the laser hose 

instability [13], [14]. Full control over the channel profile remains a major experimental 

challengeand density profiles are typically neither parabolic nor hollow. The transverse 

fields of the plasma wave excited in an arbitrary profile channel have not been found 

analytically [13], [15], although much progress has been made in numerically determining 

the electromagnetic plasma wake modes [16]. 

The optical guiding of laser pulses in plasmas over extended distances (many 

Rayleigh lengths) can occur through a combination of effects: relativistic self-focusing, 

[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], and [24], preformed density channels [7], [25], 

and [26], and plasma wave guiding [23]. These optical guiding mechanisms are based on 

the principle of refractive guiding. Refractive guiding can occur when the radial profile of 
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the index of refraction, 1JR(r), exhibits a maximum on axis, i.e., a,R I dr < 0. The index of 

refraction for a small amplitude electromagnetic wave propagating in a uniform plasma 

with density n = n0 in the lD limit is given by 11R = ck I ro = (1- ro~jro 2 ) 112 • For large 

amplitude waves, however, variations in the electron density and mass will occur, i.e., 

.[26] 

(2.16) 

assuming oo~ I 00
2 << 1. The leading order motion of the electrons in the laser field is the 

quiver motion P.L =mea and, hence, y::: y j_ = ~1 + a512 and the radial variation of ao(r) 

can lead to relativistic selffocusing. The density profile contributes if there is a preformed 

density channel, e.g. n(r) =no+ !l.n, where !l.np = !l.nr2 I r; and r0 determines the 

curvature of the channel plasma density profile. In the limitsa0 << 1 and J!l.nP I noJ << 1 

the refractive index is given by 

m; ( a2 
!l.nP 8n J 1J(r):1---2 1--+-+~ , 

2m 2 !l.n0 n0 

(2.17) 

where a wake response is included in 8nw I n0 • 

0 For the short pulses (of order a plasma wavelength), ho~ever, relativistic 

guiding is substantially reduced [23]. This is due to the tendency of the ponderomotive 

force from the front of the pulse to push plasma electrons forward and generate a density 
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increase, &w, which balances the relativistic mass increase. The plasma frequency then has 

no transverse variation and cannotoptically guide the laser pulse. 

An equation describing the evolution of the laser spot size, rs, can be derived by 

analyzing the paraxial wave equation with an index of· refraction given by 

Eqn.(2.17)Assuming the radial profile of the laser pulse is approximately Gaussian, 

2 2 a6 ix: e-zr tr, and ignoringthe wake, the normalized laser spot size R = r.fro (ro is the 
' ' 

initial laser spot size) evolves according to [13], [22], [26] 

(2.18) 

where P oc a2r; is the laser power and is constant (independent of z) in the paraxial 

approximation, ZR = k1Q2 /2 is the Rayleigh length, PJGW] = 17(oo/ ooP)
2 is the critical 

' . 
power for self-focusing, [13], [17]-[22], and 1:1nc = (m"[0

2 f 1 is the critical depth and 

re = e 2 I mec 2 is the classical electron radius. 

The terms on the right side of Eqn.(2.18) represent vacuum diffraction, relativistic 

self-focusing, and channel guiding, respectively. Note if P = tl.n = 0, 

r. = r0(1+z2/Z~)112 , which is the vacuum diffraction result. In the absence of a plasma 

wake the general condition (see, for example, [17]), to guide (i.e., rs = constant) a long, 

axially uniform pulse in a plasma is P I P c 2:: 1- tl.n I tl.nc. In the limit tl.nP = 0, it can be 

shown that the relativistic guiding of a long pulse occurs when the laser power satisfies 

P 2:: ~· On the other hand, in the limits P /Pc << 1 and a0 << 1, it can be shown that a 
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2/ 2 2 -2r2 I r2 parabolic density channel ~nP = ~nr r0 can guide a Gaussian laser pulse a0 oc e s 

provided that the channel depth satisfies ~n 2:: ~nc . 

This thesis will be concerned with LWFA in which the laser pulse is guided 

primarily by a preformed plasma density channel, i.e., ~n ~ ~c and PI J:: << 1. 

2.2.1 Laser Guiding in a Hollow Channel 

In this section, the equilibrium transverse profile of a laser pulse guided by a 

hollow channel is obtained [15]. The hollow channel refers to a cylindrically symmetric 

step plasma density profile of width d, where the density inside the channel is zero, and 

the wall thickness is much less than a plasma wavelength: n=O if r<d, and n=no if r>d. The 

feedback effect of changes in the plasma density, caused by the laser pulse, on the guided 

mode is neglected. This effect is expected to remain small as long as a0 << 1. 

The mode structure of a hollow plasma channel is similar to the mode structure of 

an optical fiber with refractive index of unity inside and llR = ck I oo = (1- oo~/ oo 2 i 12 

outside [27]. The lowest order mode supported by a hollow channel in slab geometry 

(n=O ifJyJ<d, and n=n0 ifJyJ>d, for all x) is the fundamental TE mode: 

(2.19) 
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where k/=ko2-k2
, p2=k2-k0

2
f1R· From continuity ofHy the dispersion relation is obtained: 

p= ky tan(kyd). 

(2.20) 

In cylindrical geometry the lowest order mode is the so-called HEu mode [28]. It 

can be approximated by the linearly polarized LPo1 mode: 

(2.21) 

where h and q are laser mode transverse wave numbers inside and outside the channel 

the modified bessel function of the second kind. The dispersion relation in cylindrical 

geometry becomes 

ha JI (ha) = qa KI (qa)' 
J0 (ha) K0(qa) 

(2.22) 

These dispersion relations and field profiles are to be used when designing an 

accelerator. Channel parameters could be chosen so that there exists a single bound laser 

mode, in order to avoid laser instabilities [14], [29]. As will be discussed in Section 2.3, ' 
the laser amplitude at the channel walls determines the coupling efficiency to the 

accelerating plasma wave, while the degree of laser penetration into the plasma bulk 

affects the excitations of unwanted plasma oscillations, the body mode [30]. Thus, even 

though from the dispersion relations (2.20) and (2.22) it is seen that in a hollow channel a 

bound mode exists for any channel parameter, however small (with the assumption of 
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infinite plasma), a channel which is too shallow (small kp) or too narrow (small d) will 

have lower efficiency caused by the laser excitation of spurious body modes. On the other 

hand, the requirement of high laser amplitude at the wall of the channel, for better 

coupling to the accelerating mode, and the benefit of having a single boUnd laser mode, 

limits the value of kpd from above. For these reasons a value of kpd~ 1 is thought to be a 

realistic design value for hollow channel designs. 
' ' 

2.3 Laser Wakefield in Hollow Channels 
' ' 

When an intense short laser pulse propagates in a plasma channel, its 

ponderomotive potential displaces electrons in the plasma and thus excites a wake-like 

plasma oscillation. In a hollow channel a single electromagnetic plasma mode is excited by 

ponderomotive driving of surface currents. Its phase velocity is equal to the laser group 

velocity, which in the limit w~/ ai <<1 approaches the speed of light. 

In slab geometry (n=O if JyJ<d, and n=n0 if JyJ>d, for all x), assuming that 

w~jai <<1, the frequency ofthis mode is 

(2.23) 

The fields of this mode inside the channel are 

E (y Z t) = Ae -i(Wcht-kchz) E (y Z t) = - ikchA ye -i(wcht-kchZ) = - V ¢ B 
z ' ' . ' y ' ' 2 C x• 
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(2.24) 

where A is the amplitude of the wakefield mode and Tech= w I v.P is its wavenumber. The 

fields of the electromagnetic mode outside the channel, in the plasma, are 

(2.25) 

The longitudinal electric field inside the channel is not truly constant. The 

longitudinal and transverse fields in the exact solution of Maxwell's equations change as 

hyperbolic cosine and sine respectively, with the spatial frequency k.Lcd~kpd Wch/w. We 

neglect this variation because, the plasma frequency to laser frequency ratio, desireable for 

a L WF A accelerating section is around 50, and the assumption w~ / al <<1 holds true. 

The amplitude of the electromagnetic wake excited by a laser pulse with ponderomotive 

2 2 
potential f = me ao , assuming that f = f (!;, x) , where ~ = z - ct , is 

4e 

00 

A= k;hJ d~· cos[kch(~- ~· )]/(~· ,y =d). 
~ 

(2.26) 

In addition to the electromagnetic mode, an electrostatic oscillation is excited with 

frequency equal to the plasma frequency in the bulk of the plasma walls. The amplitude 

ofthe electric field of this electrostatic mode is zero at both the channel boundary and 

inside the channel, reaches a peak at a distance of order 1 lkp into the plasma, and decays 

away at large distances. 

In cylindrical geometry, the frequency of the electromagnetic mode is 
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(2.27) 

where K 's are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind~ 

The fields of this mode inside the channel are 

E ( ) = C -i(Wwt-kwz) E ( ) __ ikwC -i(Wwt-kwz) 
z r,z,t e , r r,z,t - re , 

2 

(2.28) 

Outside the channel the electromagnetic mode fields are 

(2.29) 

E ( 
· ) _ ikwC Kl (kpr) -i(w t-k z) r z t ---- e w w • 

T ' ' k K (k d) p 0 p . 

(2.30) 

The amplitude of the electromagnetic wake excited by a laser pulse with ponderomotive 

2 2 
potential f =me ao , assuming that f = f(!;,x), where ~ = z- ct, is 

4e 

00 

C = k?'vf dg· cos[kw(g- g· )]f(g· ,r =d). 
g 

(2.31) 

In conclusion, a guided laser pulse with duration matched to the wake mode period 

will excite the high accelerating fields over many Rayleigh lengths. A guiding channel 

needs to satisfy two main criteria. First, the wake mode of such a channel should be 

resonant with the driving laser pulse. For a parabolic channel this requires that the driving 
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laser pulse length be matched to the channel density on axis. In a hollow channel, the 

wake dispersion relation should be taken into account, when calculating the plasma 

density needed. Second, the channel depth in a parabolic channel must exceed the critical 

depth for guiding. And, although a hollow channel supports a guided laser mode 

independently of its height or depth, experimental designs should not depart from 

channels with kpa~l, as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Creation of channels suitable for 

guiding and wake excitation is the focus of Chapter 3. 
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3 Ignitor - Heater Plasma Channel Creation 
Scheme 

3. 1 Channel Formation 

3.1.1 Introduction 

The guiding and wakefield excitation requires development of plasma channels in a 

controllable and reproducible way. The first technique for channel production relied on 

hydrodynamic expansion of a laser produced and laser heated plasma [8]. Long plasmas 

with a small transverse size were created by focusing a relatively long (100 ps) energetic 

(200 mJ) laser pulse to a line focus with an axicon lens, in a vacuum chamber filled with a 

gas mixture of Ar and N20. After the ionization phase, the laser pulse heated the plasma 

via inverse bremsstrahlung. The resulting hydrodynamic expansion led to a time

dependent density profile with a minimum on-axis. To demonstrate that such channels 

were capable of guiding laser pulses, a second laser pulse was injected into this channel at 

various time delay. For short delay times, the channel was fairly shallow and supported 

only the fundamental laser mode. For longer delay times, the channel became deeper and 

wider, thereby allowing higher order modes to propagate. Pulse propagation over 

distances of up to 70 Rayleigh lengths (about 2.2 em) of moderately intense laser pulses 

(< 5xlo14 W/cm2 ), with pulse lengths much larger than the plasma period, was 

demonstrated in these experiments [8]. 

In general, to produce the channel, the laser pulse must satisfy the following 

requirements. It has to be sufficiently intense to ionize the gas and it has to heat the 
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plasma to a high enough temperature on a time scale comparable with characteristic 

hydrodynamic blowout time l/c5, where 1 is characteristic ·size of the plasma and 

c5=[Zk8(Te+Ti)/mi] 112 is the ion acoustic speed [34]. 

Although the initial channeling experiments [8] clearly demonstrated the 

possibility of guiding laser pulses in plasma channels, the experimental parameters did not 

meet the requirements of L WF A. In order to excite a large wakefield oscillation, the 

intensity of the guided pulse has to be on the order of 1018 W/cm2
, i.e. two to three 

orders of magnitude higher. When such an intense laser pulse is brought to focus in air or 

high pressure gas, such as used in experiments of reference [8], ionization induced 

refraction [31] will occur, which negatively affects the focusing of the laser pulse. The 
\ 

front of a laser pulse ionizes the gas. Later portions of the pulse propagate through 

partially ionized gas that has a radial plasma density distribution with a maximm;n on axis. 

A plasma with such density distribution acts as a defocusing lens, thereby limiting the 

maximum achieved intensity. In order to overcome this limitation, a gas jet is required. A 

gas jet supplies neutral gas in a localized stream or jet into an evacuated chamber. In this 

way, if the guiding channel is created across the full width of the jet, the driving laser 

pulse never interacts with neutral gas ffi!d does not experience ionization refraction, 

provided the channel plasma is ionized deeply enough. 

In addition, a laser pulse of such high intensity would further ionize any atom not 

deeply enough ionized by the channel forming pulses. The change in the plasma density 

transverse profile from additional ionization, as well as the ionization process itself, will 

affect the propagation of the laser pulse and the properties of the wake in a complicated, 

adverse manner. This precludes the use of easily ionizable additives -such as N20. To 

overcome the effects of additional ionization by the exciting pulse, · hydrogen or deeply 

ionized nitrogen are chosen as the neutral gas for the guiding experiments. Laser and 

collisional ionization during the channel formation process is expected to result in a 
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deeply ionized gas near the axis of the channel. 

To determine the requirements on the channel forming laser pulses, we next 

discuss the physics of laser ionization and inverse bremsstrahlung heating in gases. This 

leads to a new channel formation technique, the Ignitor-Heater method, described in 

Section 3.1.4. 

3.1.2 Ionization 

Laser ionization of H2 can be modeled quite accurately through tunneling, or 

Coulomb Barrier Suppression Ionization (BSI) [32] . 

... ... ... 
' ' ' ' ' 

Figure 3-1 

' ... ... ... X 

The Coulomb potential associated with a field of an atom with a quasi-static laser field E 

BSI is a one-dimensional model in which the total electrostatic potential V(x) for 

the electron is modeled as the superposition of the Coulomb potential associated with a 

field of an atom and a quasi-static laser field E, Figure 3-1, 
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Ze 
V(x)=---Ex. 

lxl 
(3.1) 

BSI assumes that the time it takes an electron to tunnel through the barrier is short, 

compared to the period of laser field. The potential V(x) has a local maximum. As the 

external field strength is increased, the height of the Coulomb barrier is suppressed. 

According to BSI, the ionization occurs when the local maximum of V(x) reaches the 

ionization potential, Ui,/e. The electric field at which that happens is 

(3.2) 

Setting this static electric field equal to the peak electric field of the laser, the expression 

for appearance intensity is obtained, 

(3.3) 

Therefore, the intensity of the laser pulse, needed for channel creation in 

hydrogen, has to be~ 1.37xl 014 W/cm2
• It is important to note that once partial ionization 

has occurred, and plasma heating through inverse Bremsstrahlung takes place, collisional 

ionization is expected to play a significant role as an additional mechanism for plasma 

creation. 

3.1.3 Inverse Bremsstrahlung Heating 

After a substantial amount of atoms is ionized, the laser pulse heats the plasma by 

transferring a part of its energy to electrons when the electrons collide with an ion or a 
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neutral atom. In Coulomb barrier suppression regime nearly full ionization is achieved 

rapidly for intensities ~10 14 W/cm2 [33]. In this section electron-ion collisions are 

assumed to be the main mechanism for plasma heating. 

It should be noted that electron-electron collisions, although present and effective 

in thermalizing the velocity distribution of plasma electrons, do not contribute to the 

energy exchange between the laser and the plasma [36]. In the parameter regime of this 

. ~T V: experiment I; :::;IOOeV, n=7x1017 cm-3
, the Debye length /t0 = 2 =_m_:::;0.07!Jm 

4nne wP 

is much smaller than the wavelength of the laser pulse A = 0.81Jm. The net exchange of 

energy between the laser wave and the electrons during electron-electron collisions is the 

net change in the product eVE. 

The rate of energy transfer is well approximated by one ponderomotive energy 

per collision, 

d£ 
-=V 
dt brem 4 

(3.4) 

where v is the collision rate for momentum transfer. When the electron quiver velocity 
brem 

cao is smaller than the electron thermal velocity V th• the small angle scattering 

Bremsstrahlung rate approaches the classical expression [34] 

(3.5) 

where A= ..JiA.Dwp I wr0 [35], [36], [37], and [38] is the Coulomb logarithm modified for 
2 

the presence of the oscillating field, r0 = !_ is the distance of closest approach, and a 
· kT 

plasma with a Maxwellian distribution of temperature T for electrons was assumed. The 

reason for modifying the Coulomb logarithm in this manner is that only a collision, that 

happens fast on the time scale of laser period, will be effective in transferring energy to 
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the electrons. 

For caofV th> 1, an approximate expression can be obtained [3 5] by using a best fit 

of the numerical integration of the results ofSilin's model [38]: 

v. = wPZ(_1 )( "V;h)
3
(ln(cao)+1JlnA. 

" n 2 n/\? ca 2V. D 0 th 

(3.6) 

The contribution oflarge angle collisions, or collisions with impact parameter p < r0 , has 

not been found rigorously up to this date. However, because of the change in the largest 

impact parameter in the expression for the Coulomb logarithm, this regime becomes 

important when v;h I w approaches r0, which will happen before the plasma becomes 

strongly coupled, because w >> wP: for the experimental parameters of k8T =leV, 

n=7x1017 cm-3
, the modified coulomb logarithm is -1.73, while classical coulomb 

logarithm is 2.1. This is due to the fact that the time it takes an electron with p = r0 to 

pass by the ion is larger than laser period, and the net energy~exchangeis zero, and that 

only the collisions with the impact parameter p < v;h I w will contribute to heating. At 

low temperatures, "V;11 I w ~ r0 , other processes may contribute to the heating besides the 

large angle scattering: inverse Bremsstrahlung from electron-neutral collisions, velocity 

imparted to electrons if ionization occurred off-peak of the electric field for linearly 

polarized laser pulse, etc. For instance, ionization temperature is on the order of the 

ponderomotive potential (oscillation energy could be transferred into temperature by 

electron-electron collisions), which for laser intensity I=5x1013 Wlcm2 is ~3 eV. From this 

point on, in the calculations of this section it is assumed that the initial plasma 

temperature is 4 e V. 
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Figure 3-2 

Inverse Bremsstrahlung collision frequency vs. temperature, I=5Xl013 W/cm2
, n=7Xl017 cm·3
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Figure 3-3 

Inverse Bremsstrahlung collision frequency vs. laser intensity, T=I5eV, n=7Xl017 cm-3
• 

The plasma temperature evolution is governed by equation 

'}__ k .!!:__ T = V mv;sc 
2 B dt brem 4 

(3.7) 
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Figure 3-4 

Plasma temperature vs. pulse compression ratio: the product / 0 r = 5 00 Ws I cm2 = canst, 

where the laser intensity l(t) = I0e -2
t

2 

lr:
2 

and the initial plasma temperature I;nit = 4eV. 

By integrating Eq. (3.7) with the inverse Bremsstrahlung rate given by Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) 

(Figures 3-2 and 3-3), the final temperature vs. pulse intensity for a gaussian laser pulse, 

/ 0r = 500 Ws I cm2 =canst, is obtained, (Figure 3-4). Here the product of intensity and 

pulse duration (pulse energy) is kept constant. 

For low laser intensities the inverse Bremsstrahlung rate is independent of the 

laser intensity. The final temperature then depends only on the integral 
+= 2 += . 
f ao dt- f l(t)dt, and not on the pulselength or peak intensity, as can be seen in Figure 

-oo 4 -oo . 

3-4. The dependence ofthe final temperature on the pulse intensity, with pulse duration 

held constant, is shown in Figure 3-5. 
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2 2 
Plasma temperature vs. laser peak intensity, where the laser intensity I(t) = I0e-Zt 

1
" , the 

pulse duration is kept constant at 100 ps, and the initial plasma temperature 1fnit = 4 e V. 

3.1.4 Spark Ignition and Heating 

At temperatures around several hundreds of e V, the characteristic time for 

hydrogen expansion, determined by the ion-acoustic speed, is around 100 ps. In previous 

experiments [8] a laser pulse with~ 160mJ in~ 100 ps, focused to a 0.8 em long line with 

intensity of ~2x1013 W/cm2
, was sufficient to create a plasma channel deep enough for 

guiding in argon, nitrogen, or xenon. However, as was shown in Section 3.1.1, for 

hydrogen, the required laser intensity for ionization is ~1.3x10 14 W/cm2
. On the other 

hand, from Figure 3-4 it is clear that the optimum intensity for plasma heating is on the 

order of 1-2x1013 W/cm2
. Thus, ionizing the gas and subsequently heating it with one 

pulse is inefficient. Less laser energy is required to create a channel using two pulses: an 

ultrashort pulse, ~ 100 fs in duration, to ignite the spark and a stretched ~200 ps long 

pulse to heat it. In addition, creating laser pulses with sub 1 00 ps duration requires the 
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use of a grating compressor, which introduces at least 50% loss of energy. 

To summarize, channel creation with the Ignitor-Heater technique requires two 

perfectly synchronized laser pulses. One, the Ignitor. pulse, needs to be sufficiently intense 

(>2Xl014 W/cm2
); which is easily achieved at a minimum expenditure of laser energy by 

means of an ultrashort pulse. The other, the Heater pulse, has to deliver about 200-300 mJ 

of energy in 100-200 ps pulse length, to heat the spark sufficiently for creating a shock 

wave. In the next Chapter we discuss the laser system we have built for LWFA and Ignitor 

- Heater experiments. 
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4 Laser System and Experi:mental Setu,p 

The design of the laser system was guided by the results of the previous chapters and a 

study of resonant laser wakefield acceleration and laser guiding from a laser builder point 

of view [39]. We begin with a summary of this design study, followed by a detailed 

description of the laser system, the implementation of the channel creation Ignitor - Heater 

concept, as well as the diagnostics for the L WF A experiments. 

4. 1 Parameter Scalings and Accelerating Stage Design 

Closely following the analysis of reference [39], we will next discuss scaling laws that 

define a parameter regime for a realistic laser driver, a Ti:Al203 laser system operating at a 

wavelength of 0.8 ~m, which delivers a 50 fs long Gaussian laser pulse with a peak power 

of5 TW. 

As was shown in Chapter 2, efficient wake excitation requires the driving laser 

pulse duration to be matched to the laser period. Expressing the plasma density in terms of 

laser pulse width 't, we obtain 
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[ _31 _ K 2 
• 3.1x 1021 

n0 em - 2 , 
't [fs] 

(4.1) 

where the plasma density and pulse width are in units of cm-3 and femtoseconds 

respectively, and K is a numerical factor of order 1 that depends on the laser temporal shape 

and the channel density profile. For a Gaussian pulse in a homogeneous plasma, K::0.75. 

The resonant density for a 50 fs long Gaussian pulse is about 7x1Q17 cm-3. The plasma 

wavelength Ap corresponding to the resonant plasma density can be written as 

(4.2) 

which gives 40 J..tm for the example. The relativistic group velocity factor y g = (1- ~~f112 

for underdense plasmas is given by y g = ~ = A.P or, in terms of laser parameters, 
(l)P Ao 

y = 0.6 -r[fs] 
g K·A0 [J..tm] 

(4.3) 

For the numerical example we then have y g= 50. The normalized quiver momentum of an 

electron in the field of the driving laser can be written as 

P[TW] 
a0 = 6.8A0 [,wn] 2 (~[,um]) ' 

(4.4) 

where it is assumed that the laser beam is focused transversely to a lowest-order Gaussian 

mode with mode size rs. The maximum on-axis longitudinal electric field strength in the 

one-dimensional limit is given by [40] 
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(4.5) 

Rewriting Emax in terms of laser parameters we find 

EmaJGeV I m]:: 9.74 x 104(/l0J
2 

KP[TW]. 
r,. r[fs] 

(4.6) 

Here it is assumed that a~ and the on/no are both much less than one. 

Assuming that the diffraction of the laser pulse can be overcome by a 

plasma channel, the maximum distance of acceleration becomes the dephasing length. In 

- 2'\ -'A~ . Section 6.1 it will be shown that Ldeph - y g'"p - A2 • Rewriting Lcteph in terms of laser 
0 

parameters we obtain 

-7 'tJ[fs] 
Ldeph:: 2.16x 10 3 2 

K ('A0 [J.1m]) 
(4.7) 

The maximum energy gain after a dephasing distance is then given by 

-2 r2[fs] 
~~h[MeV]:: 2.1 X 10 2 2 P[TW], 

1( r,. [,urn] 
(4.8) 

where it is assumed that a laser pulse with a 2 
oc exp (-2r2 I r:) was guided in a parabolic 

2 

plasma channel ~nP = ~nc ~. The scaling laws derived here are relevant to a parabolic 
~ 

channel design, where the density gradients do not strongly effect the wakefield. The 

numerical design results from [39] are summarized in Table 1 for a parabolic channel 

design. A hollow channel case (calculated from equations of Section 2.4.1), with channel 
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width d=r5, plasma density zero inside the channel and 1.5x1 018 cm"3 outside (to be 

resonant with ~50 fs pulse), is also presented for comparison. 

Although the accelerating gradient is somewhat stronger in a parabolic channel 

Channel geometry Parabolic Hollow, 

d=rs 

Laser Power (TW) 5 5 

Laser pulse length ( fs) 50 50 

Plasma density on axis (cm"3
) 7 1017 0. 

kp'"s 2.7 2.7 

Plasma density at r=r5 1.09 1018 1.5 1018 

Laser strength ao 0.72 1. 

Rayleigh range, (mm) 1.13 1.13 

Dephasing length, Ldeph (mm) 50 23 

Acceleratinggradient(Ge V /m) 16.2 9.1 

Energy gain over Ldeph (GeV) 0.85 0.21 

Focusing gradient, ( Ge V /m2
) 2.55 106 921. 

. . 
Table 1. Summary of design parameters for a LWFA stage. The design was carried out using lD . 
equations and was based on available laser technology. Corresponding hollow channel numbers are 

shown for comparison. 

than in a hollow channel, the focusing gradient is much weaker in a hollow channel 
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(Eq.(2.24)) than in a parabolic channel (Eq. (2.15)). This is due to the fact that in a hollow 

channel the magnetic field of the electromagnetic mode counteracts the focusing force of 

the radial electric field, effectively reducing the electric field amplitude by 11yph2
, while in a 

parabolic channel the wake is mainly electrostatic and the focusing force is proportional 

to the product of transverse gradient of the laser intensity and longitudinal wake 

amplitude. A weaker focusing gradient is deemed an advantage of the hollow channel 

because of the issues of coupling of the electron beam into the L WF A. 

4.2 Laser 

Guided by the parameter study presented in the previous section we have 

designed and built a multi-terawatt laser system at the L'OASIS laboratory of the Center 

for Beam Physics, LBNL. This system produces multiple perfectly time-synchronized 

pulses with different time structure and energy from a single masteroscillator laser. The 

system allows detailed time resolved studies of laser produced plasma channels and of the 

laser wake excitation in plasma channels. 

4.2.1 Oscillator 

The oscillator [41] was constructed based on Kerr-lens modelocking [42] and [43] 
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in Ti:Sapphire, Figure 4-1. 

Figure 4-1. 

Schematic diagram of Ti:Sapphire oscillator. The oscillator is pumped by an intracavity doubled 

diode pumped Nd:YAG laser. 

Kerr lens mode locking operates in the following manner: the laser-resonator cavity is 

detuned from the optimum for continuous wave ( cw) operation by shortening the 

effective cavity length. Through addition of a focusing element of proper strength to this 

shortened cavity, better matching of the cavity mode with the pump beam size at the 

crystal or, alternatively, smaller diffraction losses will be achieved. The Kerr effect in the 

Sapphire crystal can provide additional focusing through the dependence of the refractive 

index on laser intensity: the radial profile of the laser intensity at the crystal, a Gaussian 
' 

with a maximum on-axis, leads to a radial dependence of the refractive index in the crystal 

with a maximum on axis, effectively making the crystal a focusing lens. Since the strength 

of Kerr effect is intensity dependent, a train of short pulses yields a much higher 

magnitude Kerr lens than a constant amplitude cw radiation, for the same average laser 

power. For ultra-short pulses, dispersion leads to appreciable pulse-lengthening. Different 

colors in a laser pulse travel with different velocities. Therefore, a laser pulse after 
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propagating in a dispersive medium, such as glass or Sapphire, lengthens and its 

frequency changes from front to back, i.e. it acquires a frequency chirp. This is called 

group velocity dispersion (GVD). To produce an ultrashort pulse, dispersion 

compensation is necessary. A prism pair [44] provides the required effect. After going 

through one prism different colors in the laser beam are propagating at different angles. 

The second prism collimates the beam, although different colors are still spatially 

separated. If the beam is made to retrace its path, the beam is reconstructed spatially 

while the colors in the pulse are rearranged temporally.· in a manner similar to GVD, 'only 

with the opposite direction than in most materials. Thus,.by inserting a prism pair into an 

oscillator cavity, the GVD of other dispersive elements in. the oscillator may be exactly 

compensated (to the second order) provided the distance between prisms is chosen 
' ' .. 

appropriately. 

By changing the amount of glass the laser pulse propagates through in one of the 

prisms, the output pulse length (spectral bandwidth) of the oscillator can be changed. 

Note, that pulse length control could also be accomplished by a spectrum-limiting slit 

inserted near the second prism. 

The oscillator is pumped with 4 W of 532 nm cw radiation from a diode pumped 

intracavity doubled Nd:YAG laser. The oscillator lases at about 0.8 J.lm, which produces a 

90 MHz train of pulses with an average power of about 0.25 W. The spectral bandwidth 

(and hence pulse length) is controllable from about 10 nm to 60 nm with an intracavity 

slit or a prism pair, Figure 4-2. 
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The spectral bandwidth (and hence pulse length) of the oscillator output is controllable from about 

I 0 nm to 60 nm with an intracavity slit or a prism pair. Shown are two typical spectra with close 

to largest and smallest bandwidths. 

The oscillator beam is put through a Faraday isolator, to avoid feed back, and then 

is input to the stretcher. 

4.2.2 Stretcher 

The all-reflective diffraction grating pulse stretcher [45] is composed of one 1200 

gr/mm diffraction grating, a curved mirror, and three plane mirrors, Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3. 

Schematic of the stretcher, view from the top, simplified. The grating is shown as a transparent 

block and the curved mirror is shown as a lens in order to simplifY the schematic, to demonstrate 

the principle of operation of the stretcher. 

After going through the Faraday isolator, the oscillator beam is first reflected by 

the diffraction grating towards the curved mirror. The curved mirror serves a dual 

purpose: it reverses the GVD (with respect to the compressor) and it changes the height 

' of the beam so that it can be extracted with a "pick-off' mirror. The beam makes four 

passes on the grating. After the second pass, the beam is temporally stretched, but 

spatially very broad. Two additional passes on the grating are necessary to reconstruct 

the beam spatially, after which the beam is picked off and sent into the cavity of the 

regenerative amplifier. 

4.2.3 Regenerative Amplifier 

The beam from the stretcher passes through a height and p_olarization (vertical to 

horizontal) changing periscope. It is then injected into the regenerative amplifier by 
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reflection off a face of the laser rod. 

The regenerative amplifier [ 45] is comprised of a Ti:Ah03 crystal with Brewster 

cut ends, two Pockel's cells, a quarter wave plate, an output coupler (with strong 

dependence of the reflectivity on polarization) , and plane cavity mirrors. Optical 

excitation is achieved by pumping with an intracavity doubled Q-switched Nd: YLF laser. 

The pump laser generates around 11 W average power at 1 kHz repetition rate. Because 

the repetition rate of the oscillator is ~ 90 MHz one pulse out of 90,000 needs to be 

selected. This is done with the quarter wave plate and one Pockel's cell. 

Q.Jart er 
waveplate 

Figure 4-4. 

input 
Pockel's 

cell 

Pum beam 

Regenerative amplifier schematic. 

Output 
Pockel's 

cell 

in plate
outcoupler 

With the input Pockel's cell deactivated the pulses pass twice through the quarter 

wave plate, make a single trip through the regenerative amplifier, pass two more times 

through the quarterwavelength plate, change polarization from vertical to horizontal, and 

are ejected from the cavity by a thin plane polarizing beamsplitter-outcoupler. 

When the Nd:YLF laser provides a pump pulse to the Ti:Sapphire rod, the input 

Pockel's cell is activated (a quarterwave voltage (-3.5 kV ) is applied) to begin the 

amplification process. The pulse that has passed through the input Pockel's cell exactly 
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twice, while it was off, is trapped in the cavity. All the subsequent pulses from the 

oscillator are rejected on their frrst pass through the cavity. 

After a number of round trips inside the cavity, usually 15-20, the trapped pulse 

experiences a gain of over 106
, bringing its energy up to about a saturation level of -1-1.3 

mJ. At this point the quarterwave voltage is applied to the output Pockel's cell, causing a 

half wave rotation to the trapped pulse after it doublepasses the output Pocket's cell. The 

pulse is then ejected from the regenerative amplifier by the output coupler plate. 

Bandwidth control of the oscillator pulses allows bandwidth control of the regeneratively 

amplified pulses from 10 nm to -30 nm, Figure 4-5. The upper limit is due to the 

stretcher bandwidth acceptance limitations and bandwidth narrowing effects in the cavity 

elements of the regenerative amplifier, such as Fabry-Perot resonator effect in the 

Pocket's cells and the quarter wave plate and gain narrowing in the crystal. Different 
\ 

bandwidth translates to different pulse duration of the stretched pulse. 

A streak camera [ 46] with picosecond resolution was used to measure the 

stretched pUlse length vs. the output spectrum bandwidth (Figure 4-6). As is evident 

from this measurement, the stretched pulse duration can be controlled through the 

oscillator bandwidth from -100 ps to -250 ps. This can be used to study the dependence 

of inverse Bremsstrahlung heating on laser pulse duration (at constant energy). 

Mter exiting the regenerative amplifier, the laser pulse is injected into a three-pass 

preamplifier. 
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Figure 4-5. 

Bandwidth control of the oscillator pulses allows bandwidth control of the regeneratively amplified 

pulses from 10 nm to -30 run. Shown are two typical spectra with about the largest and the 

smallest bandwidths achieved in the system. 
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Bandwidth aA. [run] 

Figure 4-6. 

Stretched pulselength vs. the output spectrum bandwidth. Measured using a Soliton K-001 streak 

camera with XR-200 Photometries CCD. 
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4.2.4 Three Pass Preamplifier 

The three-pass preamplifier Ti:Al20 3 crystal (1 em diameter, 1.5 em long), is 

pumped by typically 380 mJ of 532 nm radiation from a commercial Q-switched, 

frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser operating at 10 Hz. For a pump fluence on the 

preamplifier crystal of about 3 J/cm2 we typically obtain about 50 - 55 mJ per pulse. 

I 
~ 

-

Figure 4-5. 

3-Pass pre-amplifier schematic. 

This pulse is then injected into the main amplifier. 

4.2.5 2+2 Pass Power Amplifier 

The main amplifier crystal (1.5 em diameter, 1.5 em long) is pumped from both 

sides with two 9 mm diameter beams containing up to 950 mJ energy (per side) in a 7-8 

ns long pulse at 532 nm, Figure 4-6. The 532 nm radiation is produced as follows. A 

Nd:YAG laser system, lasing at 1064 nm, consisting of an oscillator-amplifier Q-switched 
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laser generates a 1.2 J energy, 9 ns pulse at 10 Hz with a spatial flat top mode. This mode 

is relay imaged on the inputs of two amplifier atms, each having two amplifier heads; The 

· -2 J output power per arm is frequency doubled and relay imaged onto the Ti:Al2 03 to 

maintain a flat top pump profile. After two passes through the main amplifier erystal, the 

800 nm pulse is amplified to about 400 mJ. 

About 50 % of the pulse energy is then directed through an expanding telescope 

towards a single grating folded vacuum compressor to produce a pulse with - 100 mJ in 

70 - 75 fs. The pulse length was measured using a frequency resolved optical gating 

system (FROG) [47]. This short pulse will be used for wake excitation. The gain 

saturation in the Ti:Al20 3 crystal after two passes is minimal and therefore causes no 

significant spectral distortion. The remaining pulse double passes the main amplifier 

again, resulting in an expected energy of 400 - 500 mJ and is not compressed. This long 

pulse is used for creating the plasma channel. Optical delay lines have been implemented 

to ensure proper timing between the terawatt pulse, the long pulse, and the blue probe 

pulse. 
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Figure 4-6. 

2+2 Pass amplifier and vacuum compressor schematic. 

4.2.6 Vacuum Compressor 

To achieve the required peak pulse power, a single grating folded vacuum 

compressor [45] was built to reverse the effect of the stretcher, Figure 4-7. The input 

beam is reflected by a holographic diffraction grating (120 x 140 mm, 1200 gr/mm) with ~ 

90% absolute reflection efficiency at 800 nrn towards a horizontal retroreflector. The 

beam is reflected back at the grating with a horizontal offset of around 2.5 inches. Then, 

the collimated but spatially broad beam is reflected parallel to the input beam off the 
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grating towards a vertical retroreflector. After being displaced vertically by two inches, 

the beam retraces its path through the compressor and exits the compressor spatially 

reconstructed and temporally compressed. 

1200 grimm 
diffraction 
gra 

Figure 4-7. 

50% Efficiency 

Single grating folded vacuum compressor schematic. 

The pulse duration can be adjusted by changing the grating rotation angle and the distance 

between the horizontal retroreflector and the grating. 

The spectrum of the laser pulse narrows after being compressed, mainly due to 

the spectral dependence of the diffraction grating efficiency and, to a lesser degree, the 

finite size of the optics. The narrowing was measured to be ~5 nm for a ~28 nm broad 

input pulse, Figure 4-8. 
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Figure 4-8. 

Spectra before and after the vacuum compressor. The narrowing is ~5 nm. 

4.3 Longitudinal Mach Zehnder Interferometry With 
Femtosecond Resolution 

A Mach-Zehnder type interferometer with a measured spatial resolution of 4 !Jlll 

was built to measure line integrated plasma density. This interferometer measures the 

relative spatial phase shift between two blue (400 run) 50 fs pulses, one propagating 

through plasma and one through air. Figure 4-9 shows a schematic of the interferometer 

setup. 
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Figure 4-9. 

Longitudinal Mach Zehnder interferometry with femtosecond resolution. Interferometer setup 

schematic. 

The blue beam is generated by flrst compressing -10% of the regenerative ampliller output 

with a built-in, scaled down version of the compressor as described in Section 4.1.6, and 

subsequently frequency doubling in a BBO crystal. A -60 ns delay line is used to ensure 

proper timing between the probe pulse and the amplilled pulses in the experimental 

chamber. Upon arrival at the experimental chamber, the beam is divided in a probe and a 

reference beam, using a 50% beam splitter. The probe, after propagating through the 

plasma, is recombined with the reference beam, which has propagated through air, to 

produce a fringe pattern on a CCD camera The proper arrival time of the two beams, 
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necessary for temporal overlap, is obtained with a trombone delay line. To image the 

plasma region onto the CCD camera and to match the radii of curvature of the two beams, a 

2 inch diameter 10 em focal length singlet lens is used into each of the two arms. 

Since the blue interferometer beam is perfectly synchronized with the high power 

beams used in plasma production, the evolution of the 2-D transverse plasma density 

profile can be measured with a temporal resolution determined by the duration of the blue 

pulse (-50 fs). 

4.4 Ignitor-Heater Channel Production Scheme 
Implementation 

To implement the Ignitor-Heater channel creation scheme (Section 3.1.4), the two 

laser pulses were combined in a line-focus by means of cylindrical optics onto a gas jet, 

Figure 4-10. The gas jet was used to avoid ionization induced refraction [48] in a 

statically filled experimental chamber. The femtosecond intense (-5 1014 W/cm2
) Ignitor 

pulse was focused to a line by reflecting off a cylindrical reflector. The cylindrical 

reflector is a plano-concave (R=38 mm) cylindrical lens, coated with a dielectric high 

reflection coating for 45° angle of incidence P-polarized 800 nm radiation. By using a 

reflective optic we have avoided beam filamentation, self-focusing [49], and other 

undesirable nonlinear effects in media that would prevent from obtaining a well focused, 

near diffraction limited beam spot. The Heater pulse was focused with an F/5 refractive 

cylindrical lens (focal length fl=50mm) at the exact location of the ignitor focus. In 

addition to the fact that the channel forming beams propagate perpendicularly to the 

guided pulse, the use of two independent cylindrical optics provides precise independent 

adjustment of both the positions, angles of incidence, and sizes of the line foci. 
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The two pulse combining setup: the femtosecond ignitor pulse (solid lines) is brought to a line focus 

after reflecting off a cylindrical reflector The cylindrical reflector is a plano-concave (R=38 mm) 

cylindrical lens, coated with a dielectric high reflection coating for 45° angle of incidence P-polarized 

800 nm radiation. The Heater pulse was focused with an F/5 refractive cylindrical lens (focal length 

fl=50mm) at the exact location of the ignitor focus. 
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5 Experimental Results 

In this Chapter we report on the main results of the experimental implementation of 

the Ignitor-Heater scheme for channel production, and of the laser guiding in these 

channels. 

In Section 5.1 a chracterization study of a pulsed gas jet, using the Ignitor pulse with 

two dimensional imaging interferometry is presented. This study served a dual purpose: 

a) determination of the plasma density achievable in the gas jet and the scalelength of the 

plasma; b) establishing the minimum required intensity for the Ignitor pulse. 

Results of an interferometric study of plasma channel formation, when Ignitor and 

Heater pulses are combined, are discussed in Section 5.2. An analysis . of the 

experimentally observed hydrodynamics shock waves, ensuing from the laser heat 

deposition, will be carried out to determine the plasma temperature. The results will be 

compared with the inverse Bremsstrahlung theoretical model, presented in Chapter 3. 

The laser guiding experiments and the coupling efficiency characterization are 

presented in Section 5.3. 

5. 1 Gas Jet Characterization 

A cylindrical Gas Jet [50] with an orifice opening of 0.762 mm was employed in 

the experiments. The gas jet body was mounted on a X-Y-Z translation stage. Here 
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X and Y are horizontal and vertical directions, in the plane orthogonal to the 

propagation direction of the guided laser beam (Z-direction). The axis of the gas jet 

coincides with the Y direction. 
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Figure 5-l 

The Gas Jet density distribution measurement, side and top views. A small portion of the jet's 

plume was ionized by the compressed Ti:Sapphire Ignitor pulse focused to a line by a reflective 

cylindrical lens. The transverse size of the spark was of the order of the Rayleigh length, ZR-1 00 

micron in X and 5-10 micron in Y (-2w of the focused laser spot), and it extended in Z over the 

full length of the jet. 

The gas density distribution in the jet was measured as follows, a small portion of the 

jet's plume was ionized by the compressed Ti:Sapphire Ignitor pulse focused to a line by 

a reflective cylindrical lens. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer was used to record the 2-D 

phase shift profile (interferogram). The transverse size of the spark was on the order of 

the Rayleigh length, ZR-1 00 micron in X and 5-l 0 micron in Y ( -2w of the focused laser 

spot), and it extended in Z over the full length of the jet, Figure 5-l. From the 

interferogram, the maximum phase shift A<ll(x) [51] was obtained as a function of the 
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transverse position, X, of the gas jet. An example of an interferogram and of the inferred 

phase shift is shown in Figure 5-2. 

lnterferogram Phase Shift 

2 Lineout 
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-0.5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 
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Figure 5-2 

Typical interferogram of the plasma produced by the compressed pulse alone, 50 mJ, 90fs. Inferred 
phase shift: 2-D image and verticallineout. 

Since ~<l>(x) is not a direct measure of the radial density profile, n(r), of the jet, an Abel 

transform is required to infer the radial density distribution. Indeed, the measured phase 

shift is proportional to line integral of the gas jet density at a given x: 

~r2-t2 m2(r) 'a 4 ( ) 2 d 
~<l>(x)=2 ( P dy=2f nnre ~r 2' 

y=O 2mintc r=x 2mint moe -J r - x 
(5.1) 

where r0 is the radius of the gas cylinder, mint is the frequency of the blue interferometric 

laser pulse, Aint = 0.4 J.lm . 

If the integral of the form ofEq. (5.1) is known, the function itself is given by [52] 

( ) 
__ 2mintm0c 'fa d~<l>(x) dx 

nr- 22 -J . 
4n e x=r dx r2 - x2 

(5 .2) 

Because of the derivative in the right hand side of the Eq. (5.2), noise in experimental data 

is amplified greatly when Abel inversion is perfom1ed. To avoid this noise amplification, 

prior to inverting the data is fit with a smoothing function. The gas jet scan data was 

fitted with parabolic functions, using a least squares fitting routine. A parabola, 
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L\<l>(x) = -ax2 + arci', can be Abel inverted analytically. The resultant function is a 

quarter of an ellipse: 
4

nn(r)e
2 

= 3..a~ rl- r2 
. Thus, the full width at half maximum 

2mintm0c n 

(FWHM) of the inverted function is related to the base, 2r0, of the parabolic fit to L\<P(x) 

The obtained density distributions, with hydrogen at 1000 psi as the backing gas, 

at different distances from exit of the jet nozzle are shown in Figure 5-3. The density 

distribution of the Gas Jet plume with nitrogen at 1000 psi as the backing gas is presented 

in Figure 5-4. From the data in Figure 5-3 we fmd that the plume of the gas jet, backed by 

1000 psi ofhydrogen, expands from 1.2 mm, 0.380 mm below the orifice, to 1.6 mm and 

2 mm 1.380 mm and 2.380 mm below the orifice respectively. When backed by 1000 psi 

of nitrogen, the jet's plume is 0.8 mm in diameter, 0.45 mm below the orifice. The lesser 

size of the nitrogen plume, compared to that of hydrogen, explains the smaller measured 

phaseshift in nitrogen than in hydrogen. 

These gas jet characterization measurements allow us to calculate absolute plasma 

density from the measured phaseshift by providing us with information on the gas jet 

diameter. 
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Figure 5-3 
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c) 

Gas Jet transverse scan, 40 mJ, -75 fs, backing pressure p=lOOOpsi of hydrogen, from the fit: a) 

z=0.380 mm from the nozzle, FWHM=l.73ro=l.2 mm; b) z=l.380 mm from the nozzle, from the 

fit: FWHM=l.73r0=1.6 mm; c) , z=2.380 mm from nozzle, from the fit: FWHM=l.73ro=2 mm 
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Figure 5-4 

Gas Jet transverse scan, 64.5 mJ, -75 fs, z=0.45 mm from the nozzle, 

backing pressure p=lOOOpsi of nitrogen, from the fit: FWHM=1.73 ro=0.8 mm 

To determine the minimum requirements for the Ignitor pulse, ionization 

curves, spark density vs. ionizing laser intensity were measured. These measurements are 

important not only as a check of the BSI model, but also because there is a large 

uncertainty in the spotsize of the Ignitor. 
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Ionization curves were obtained by using only the Ignitor pulse and measuring 

electron plasma density for different Ignitor pulse energies. Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 

show the ionization curves for hydrogen and nitrogen respectively. 

To calculate the intensity of the laser pulse at the line focus, the laser spotsize 

was measured. The long dimension of the line focus was measured by placing a 

sandblasted, "milky-white", glass plate at the focus of the cylindrical reflector and 

imaging the plate onto a CCD camera: wlong ~ 6.86mm. Taking the short dimension of the 

focus to be SJ..Lm gives the measured threshold intensity for ionization of hydrogen of 

-4.3x1014 W/cm2
. The threshold for ionization of nitrogen was measured to be around 

2x1014 W/cm2
• 

From the discussion of Section 3 .1.1, the appearance ionization intensity for 

hydrogen is predicted to be, [66], 1.4 xl 014 W/cm2
. The discrepancy with the prediction 

of Section 3.1.1 could be attributed to at least two factors: the vertical laser focus 

spotsize uncertainty and the sensitivity of the measurement. The system used in the 

appearance ionization measurements [3 7] was able to detect as few as 10 ions, whereas 

the saturation (i.e. large ionization fraction) occurred for intensities 5 to 10 times higher 

than the appearance intensity. The interferometric measurement reported here is sensitive 

to plasma densities larger than about 1017cm-3
. 
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Figure 5-5 

Measured peak interferometric phaseshift due to a spark in a hydrogen backed Gas Jet at 1000 psi 

backing pressure vs. Ignitor pulse energy. 
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Figure 5-6 

Measured peak interferometric phaseshift due to a spark in a nitrogen backed Gas Jet at 1000 psi 

backing pressure vs. Ignitor pulse energy. 
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The plateau in the nitrogen ionization curve, Figure 5-6, signifies secondary 

ionization threshold. The ionization potentials of the first and second electrons of 

nitrogen 

atom are 14.53 eV and 29.60 eV. BSI predicts the ratio of the intensity thresholds for the 

two states to be around 4, which is in good agreement with the data. 

5.2 Ignitor Heater Channel Creation Experiments 

In this section the results of channel formation experiments are presented. As 

discussed previously, channels can be produced by relying on hydrodynamic explosion of 

a heated plasma. The Ignitor-Heater scheme (Section 4.4) was implemented with 20-

40mJ, 75 fs Ignitor pulse and ~270 mJ, 160 ps Heater pulse in nitrogen and hydrogen 

backed gas jet. We have used 2-D time resolved interferometry to study the formation of 

the channel. 

The interferometric channel formation measurements are analyzed next. 

Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 show interferograms taken at different delay times of the 

interferometric pulse in hydrogen and nitrogen respectively. Figure 5-10 presents, 

calculated from the interferograms of Figure 5-8, channel density profile lineouts in ¥

direction for different delay times. The X-size of the channels roughly corresponds to the 

Rayleigh range of the Ignitor pulse. 
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Figure 5-7 

Channel formation measurement in hydrogen at different time delays of the interferometer pulse. Hydrogen 

backed Gas Jet at I 000 psi backing pressure, Ignitor pulse energy 20 mJ, Heater pulse energy 280 mJ. 
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Figure 5-8 

Channel formation measurement in nitrogen at different time delays of the interferometer pulse. Nitrogen 

backed Gas Jet at 1000 psi backing pressure, Ignitor pulse energy 20 mJ, Heater pulse energy 280 rnJ. 
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Figure 5-9 

The inverted intetferogram and its horizontal and vertical density profiles at 1 ns after heating 

predict guiding properties only in the Y- dimension. 

An example of the 2-D plasma density, inferred from an interferogram of Figure 

5-8, is given in Figure S-9. From the density profiles in X andY directions, also shown in 
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Figure 5-9, it is seen that a plasma channel is created only in the vertical direction. These 

channels are expected to guide in Y -direction only. 
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Figure 5-10 

Channel density profile lineouts in Y-direction for different delay times. Calculated from the 
interferograms of Figure 5-8 
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Figure 5-11 

Shock front diameter vs. time delay of the interferometer probe pulse. Hydrogen backed Gas Jet at 

1000 psi backing pressure, Ignitor pulse energy 40 mJ, Heater pulse energy 280 mJ. 
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Figure 5-12 

Shock front diameter vs. time delay of the interferometer probe pulse. Nitrogen backed Gas Jet at 

1000 psi backing pressure, Ignitor pulse energy 40 mJ, Heater pulse energy 280 mJ. 
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From the interferograms ofFigure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 the shock front diameter, D, 

is found by measuring the separation (in Y) between the points of commencement of the 

fringe shifts in the middle section of the channel. The results are plotted as a function of 
\ ( 

time delay in graphs of Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12. 

From the channel size and density dynamics, the initial temperature of the spark 

is inferred in two ways. By equating the shock speed to ion acoustic speed, the electron 

temperature can be found. From Sedov's solution of strong explosion in a homogeneous 

atmosphere [53], a theoretical calculation that relates the energy per unit length in the 

initial spark to the form of the expansion curve, the temperature can be calculated once 

agam . 

. I 

' I 

5.2.1 Ion Acoustic Shock Expansion 

The shock expansion speed is the ion-acoustic speed [34]: 

(5.3) 

where r is the ratio of the specific heats, (Z) is the average ionization level, k8 is the 

Boltzman constant, and mi is the gas atomic mass. From the least squares fits of data in 

Figure 5- 11 and Figure 5-12 the shock speed can be calculated as a function of time. Then, 

using Eq. (5.3), electron temperature can be inferred, where r = 5/3 is used for the 

electron gas. The calculated shock speeds and the inferred temperature evolutions are 

plotted in Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 for hydrogen and nitrogen correspondingly. 
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Shock front speed vs. time delay of the interferometer probe pulse, from the least squares fit to data 

in Figure 5-7, solid line, for a hydrogen backed Gas Jet at 1000 psi backing pressure, Ignitor pulse 

energy 40 rnJ, Heater pulse energy 280 mJ. Temperature calculated from Eq. (5.3), dashed line. 

The initial temperatures (right after the Heater pulse) are calculated to be ~20 eV and 

-120 eV in hydrogen and nitrogen respectively. From the inverse Bremsstahlung theory 

of Chapter 3, in hydrogen, with n1=2x1018 cm-3
, laser I=7x1012 W/cm2

, and laser pulse 

duration w=150 ps, the temperature was calculated to be Te=19 eV. In nitrogen, with 

n1=1.6x1018 cm·3, <Z>=3.5, and the same laser parameters, the temperature was 

calculated to be Te=118 eV The energy per unit length can be estimated from the 

temperature, inferred from the shock propagation speed, and the shock diameter 

(5.4) 
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where ne is the electron density, calculated from the interferograms of Figure 5-7 and 

Figure 5-8 to be 3 x1018 cm·3 for hydrogen and 9x1018 cm·3 for nitrogen at the initial stage 

of expansion. This calculation gives 0.0267 mJ/cm and 0.89 mJ/cm in hydrogen and 

nitrogen respectively. 
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Figure 5-14 

Shock front speed vs. time delay of the interferometer probe pulse, from the least squares fit to data 

in Figure 5-7, solid line. Temperature calculated from Eq. (5.3), dashed line. Nitrogen backed 

Gas Jet at 1000 psi backing pressure, Ignitor pulse energy 40 mJ, Heater pulse energy 280 mJ. 

5.2.2 Strong explosion in a homogeneous atmosphere 

The self similar problem of a strong explosion was formulated and solved by 

Sedov [53]. Sedov succeded in finding an exact analytic solution to the equations of self-

similar motion. Next the problem is stated for the case of cylindrical geometry and a 
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solution is presented. 

If a large amount of energy per unit length, E, is liberated in a cylindrical volume 

of small cross-section in a gas with constant specific heats and density p0 , a shock wave 

will propagate through the gas, starting from the point where the energy was released. 

The argument of self-similarity is valid in the region where the radius of the shock is large 

compared to the size of the initial explosion but not so large that the shock pressure is 

still much higher [54] than the pressure in the background gas. If these conditions are 

satisfied then the shock evolution depends only on the deposited energy per unit length, 

E, and the background gas density p0 . These two parameters cannot be combined to yield 

a quantity with dimensions of either length or time. Hence, the shock motion is self-

similar, that is, it is a function of a particular combination of the coordinate r and the time 

t. The only dimensional combination of the two parameters which contains only length 

and time is the ratio of E to Po with dimensions [EI p0 ]=[ cm4s-2
]. The dimensionless 

quantity 

( )

1/4 

~=r Po 
Et2 

can serve as the similarity variable. 

(5.5) 

The shock front radius R(t) evolution is given by a value of the independent 

dimensionless variable ~0 

( J
l/4 

R(t) = ~0 -Ji ~ (5.6) 

The variable ~0 is typically on the order of 1 [61]. 
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Least Squares Fits of the form of Eq. (5.6) to the data of Figure 5-11 and Figure 

5-12 allow to calculate the energy per unit length deposited into the spark. For hydrogen 

it is 0.036 mJ/cm. In nitrogen, because of its higher degree of ionization, <Z>, the energy 

deposited per unit length with inverse Bremsstrahlung is expected to be higher than in 

hydrogen. Calculated from formula ofEq. (5.6), it is 1.21 mJ/cm. 

The difference between the deposited energy calculated from the self-similar 

solution and the ion acoustic speed calculations (Section 5.2.1) is on the order of 25-30% 

for both hydrogen and nitrogen. It could be attributed to several factors, including the 

non-cylindrically symmetric shape of the shock and ~ being different from 1. 

5.3 Guiding Experiments 

This Section describes the results of experiments on guiding high intensity laser pulses 

into the plasma channel. The laser pulse (injection pulse) was focused near the entrance of 

the channel using an off-axis parabola. The time delay between the Ignitor pulse and the 

injection pulse was fixed to 600 ps. (This constraint arose from physica11imitations in the 

available vacuum chamber.) To diagnose the guiding, the laser beam was imaged onto a 

CCD camera with a MgF2 lens of 1 inch diameter and focal length of fl=68.3 mm at 800 

nm. The CCD camera was mounted on an optical rail so that it could be moved over about 

50 em range, thus changing the position of the imaging plane. The resolution and 
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magnification of the imaging system was calibrated for different CCD camera locations. 

To determine the exact position of the injected laser pulse focus in vacuum (without 

guiding), 90° scattered injection laser radiation from the pulse was used. By placing the 

channel so that its entrance approximately coincided with the injected laser focus 

position, and imaging the plane at the exit of the channel, a clear difference was observed 

between channel guided and vacuum diffracted laser spotsizes. 

Section 5.3.1 gives a summary of the injection setup and imaging system 

calibration. The laser vacuum focus position measurement with respect to the gas jet is 

described in Section 5.3.2. Images of guided pulses are presented and analyzed in Section 

5.3.3. An explanation of the transmission efficiency measurements is given in Section 

5.3.4. 

5.3.1 Injection Experiment Setup 

An off-axis parabolic mirror, SORL, part no. 03-015-0lQ, 25 mm clear aperture, 

apparent focal length fl=85 mm, deflection angle 41.8°, was used to bring the 20 mJ, 75 fs 

laser pulse to a focus for injection into plasma channels. The off-axis parabola was used 

to avoid nonlinear self-focusing and filamentation processes, ultrashort pulses are known 

to undergo in lenses, that affect the focusing of the laser pulse in a detrimental fashion. A 

schematic of the injection setup is shown in Figure 5-15. Due to the space limitations of 

the experimental chamber, the time delay between the Ignitor pulse and the injection pulse 

was fixed to 600 ps. 
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MgF2 
fl=68.3 mm 

Beam Dump 

Injection setup and guided beam imaging schematic. 

5.3.1.1 Laser Focus Position Measurement. 

In order to optimize the laser pulse injection into the plasma channel, the position 

of the injection laser focus position was measured with respect to the gas jet using 90° 

Thomson side scatter measurement. A CCD camera with a fl=20 mm camera lens was 

used to image the spark at 90° to the direction of the injection laser pulse propagation . 

Two band pass filters centered around 850 nm, Corion P70-850-F and 840-850-F 

(resulting in a window of transparency of ~30 nm around 850 nm), were used to allow 

only the scattered laser radiation to be registered on the CCD camera. 
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90° scattering peak amplitude at different gas jet positions. Laser Focus is at the center of the Gas 

Jet plume when z=O.O mm. Positive z axis is in the direction of injection laser beam propagation. 

At the edges of the gas jet plume, where the gas flow is turbulent, the Thomson scattering 

[55] amplitude is expected to be higher than when the laser is focused in the center of the 
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plume. The peak amplitude of the 90° scattering images at different Gas Jet positions is 

plotted in graph of Figure 5-16, together with three images of the scattered radiation. The 

sharp minimmn of the scattering amplitude corresponds to the laser beam being focused at 

the center of the Gas Jet plume. The gas jet position with the injection laser focused at 

the very middle of the plume (the minimum amplitude of the scattering position) is 

referred in the remainder of this chapter as position z=O.O mm. 

5.3.1.2 Imaging System Calibration 

To image an object plane in the vicinity of the gas jet plume, an F=3 MgF2 lens (1 

inch diameter, focal1ength offl=68.3 mm at 800 nm) is combined with a CCD camera, (11 

by 11 microns individual pixel dimensions, 640 by 480 pixels in a chip ). The CCD 

camera was mounted on an optical rail so that it could be moved over about 50 em range, 

thus changing the position of the object plane. To calibrate the imaging system, a 0.1 nnn 

thick edge was attached to the center of the gas jet (directly below the orifice). The edge 

was imaged by optimizing the position of the CCD camera on the rail for different gas jet 

z-positions. The results of the measurement are plotted in the graph of Figure 5-17. This 

crosscalibrates the relative position of the object plane with respect to the Mg F2 lens 

with the position of the CCD camera on the rail. Magnification can be calculated from 

knowing the focal length of the imaging lens and finding the image and object distances 

from the lens law Least Squares Fit to the data. Knowing magnification and the chip pixel 

size, the image scaling factor is calculated. 
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Figure 5-17 

Imaging system calibration with a thin edge attached to the nozzle of the gas jet. Gas jet z-

position vs. camera position on the rail, 82, chosen for best imaging. 

The evolution of the laser spotsize was measured as function of the CCD camera 

position on the rail (using the calibration of Figure 5-17 to relate it to the object distance). 

The graph in Figure 5-18 contains the results of the vacuum spotsize scan. There is slight 

astigmatism to the way the injection beam is going through focus: vertically, the smallest 

size is achieved at a slightly different position than horizontally. The position of the 

waist in the vertical scan is taken to be z=O for the CCD imaging calibration. 
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Figure 5-18 

Vacuum spotsize scan. Vertical beam size, Wver, - circles, and horizontal, Whor, - squares, vs. the 

object plane z-position. Z=O.O mm at the waist of the vertical spotsize . 

5.3.2 Guiding . 

5.3.2.1 Guided Beam Imaging 

By comparing the laser beam images with and without the gas flowing out of the gas jet 

(valve pulsing or not), it was possible to clearly observe the effect of guiding on the laser 

beam. 
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z=1.15 mm 
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z=0.45 mm 

a) Vacuum b) Gas jet- On c) Channel- On 

Figure 5-19 

Injected laser beam images a) with the gas jet not pulsing, ''vacuum", b) with the Gas Jet pulsing, 

but channel not being heated, "Gas jet - On", and c) with the gas jet pulsing and channel being 

created, "Channel - On" at different gas jet z-positions. The backing pressure of the gas jet was 

1000 psi of nitrogen. Injection pulse energy -20mJ, duration -75 fs. 

Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-21 show images of the injection laser pulse a) propagating 

through vacuum (gas jet turned oft), b) after undergoing ionization induced refraction in the 

gas jet plume without the Heater pulse being present, hence no channel formed, and c) 

guided by the channel, for a gas jet backed with nitrogen and hydrogen at 1000 psi gas 

respectively. 

Verticallineouts of images of Figure 5-19, z=1.15 mm, clearly demonstrate the 

changes induced by the plasma channel on the guided laser pulse, Figure 5-20. The change 
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in size of -8 times is consistent with a laser beam of ~-0.1 mm propagating a distance of 

0.8 mm (the width of the jet). 
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Figure 5-20 

Verticallineouts of images in Figure 5-19 demonstrate the change induced in the laser pulse by 

the plasma channel. 

Figure 5-19 through Figure 5-21 demonstrate the clear change induced by the presence of 

a plasma channel on the laser spotsize. The plasma channel in hydrogen is not expected to 

have developed the depth and width sufficient for effective guiding at the fixed time delay 

of 600 ps after the Heater pulse of these experiments. Future experiments will test the 

guiding properties of hydrogen channels with larger time delays between injected pulse 

and the heater pulse. The remainder of this Chapter will be concerned with guiding 
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experiments in nitrogen. 

a) b) c) Hydrogen 

z=0.9 mm 

Vacuum Gas Jet- On Channel- On 

Figure 5-21 

Injected laser beam images a) with the Gas Jet not pulsing, "vacuum", b) with the Gas Jet 

pulsing, but channel not being heated, "Gas jet - On", and c) with the gas jet pulsing and channel 

being created, "Channel - On" at different gas jet z-positions. The backing pressure of the gas jet 

was 1000 psi of hydrogen. Injection pulse energy -20mJ, duration -75 fs . 

5.3.2.2 Guided Beam Size Evolution 

In this section, a study of the guided beam image vs. the CCD camera position is 

used to find the guiding length and to prove that, as the gas jet is displaced, the guided 

beam waist is shifted accordingly. 

The guided laser beam size was measured vs. z by moving the CCD camera, 
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similarly to the scan in Figure 5-18. Measurements were performed at two different gas jet 

z-positions, z=0.59 mm and z=l.02 mm, shown in Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 

respectively. The positions of the vertical waist (smallest vertical spotsizes) in the two 

cases are --Q.9 mm and 1.25 mm respectively. The change in the waist position is in 

agreement with the measured gas jet size of FWHM-<>.8 mm. 

A set of data was taken for several different gas jet z-positions. The CCD camera 

was set at the point of smallest vertical spotsize for each gas jet z-position. The 

corresponding object plane locations were then plotted vs. the gas jet z-positions. The 

resultant graph is shown in Figure 5-24. 

This clearly shows that moving the gas jet moves the beam waist. 
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Figure 5-23 

Guided beam size scan. 1000 psi of nitrogen, Gas Jet z=1.02 nun. Vertical guided lobe radius -

filled circles, and horizontal - hollow squares, vs. object plane z. 
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Figure 5-24 

Changes in best camera position for imaging the guided lobe (vertical spotsize at minimum) vs. 

Gas Jet position. The line in the plot is drawn at 45° to the axes. 

5.3.3 Controlling the Channel Shape. 

As seen in Section 5 .1.3, for the specific Ignitor and Heater pulse parameters, 

plasma channels were created in an elongated, elliptical shape. In turn, the guided beam 

{ ' 
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images (Figure 5-19) had a similar elongated shape. We next demonstrate that through 

control of the Ignitor pulse intensity, channels with circular cross-sections, possessing 

guiding properties in X as well as in Y direction, can be created. Since the initial volume of 

plasma is determined by the volume over which the intensity of the Ignitor pulse exceeds 

the ionization threshold intensity, the Ignitor pulse intensity can serve as means of 

control over the channel shape. By decreasing the Ignitor pulse intensity (via detuning the 

compressor, i.e. lengthening the pulse), plasmas were produced over smaller extent in x-

direction, Figure 5-25, and hence, the energy deposition by the Heater pulse was localized 

to a much smaller area, leading to an aspect ratio of the resultant channel that was much 

closer to 1. 

Os 

1 ns 

a) b) 

Figure 5-25 

Change in channel crossection aspect ratio brought about by the reducing the Ignitor laser pulse intensity. 
a) best compression, b) detuned. 

Laser pulses guided in such channels developed similar round shape. In Figure 5-26 the 

guided beam images are shown next to the corresponding channel shadowgrams. A 

shadowgram is an interferometer image taken with only the probe arm incident on the 

CCD camera chip. A shadow gram is an image of the refractive changes in the probe pulse 
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Transverse Channel Shadowgram Guided Beam Image 

Figure 5-26 

Guided beam images next to the corresponding channel shadowgrams. Aspect ratio of the guided 

beams is improved by a factorof2. 

as it traverses the plasma channel. The shock front is very distinctly shown in the 

shadowgrams because of the high gradients of the refractive coefficient at the shock. 

Shadowgrams were used in the experiments to visualize and optimize the channel 

production. The maximum of intensity on axis of a channel shadow gram is interpreted as 

an indication that the interferometric probe pulse is being partly guided by the channel. 

The difference in the guided pulse aspect ratio is clearly related to the shape of the 

channel. Thus, due to the ability to control the Heater and Ignitor laser pulses 

independently, it was possible to create a plasma channel with circular cross-section with 
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similar guiding properties in both X and Y directions. Horizontal intensity profiles of the , 

images guided by differently shaped channels are plotted in the graph of Figure 5-27. 

There is a 2 times reduction in the horizontal guided beam size when the channel is 

created with a less intense Ignitor pulse, than when the fully compressed pulse is used for 

ignition. The side lobes in the case of a round channel indicate mode mismatch, which 

needs to be addressed in future investigations. 
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Figure 5-27 

Horizontal intensity profiles of the images of laser pulses guided by a channel created with the 

Ignitor pulse at the optimal compression - solid, and detuned off the optimal- dashed 
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5.3.4 Mode Coupling and Propagation in Realistic Plasma 

Channels 

In this section a rough estimate of the losses of the laser beam as it couples to and 

propagates through a realistic plasma channel is made. The results of this Section are 

compared to the experiments in the following Section. 

As discussed in Section 2.2, a plasma channel with a parabolic density profile 

with infinite radial extent, An = Anr2/rg supports a Gaussian guided mode 
p ' 

a2 ocexp(-2r2 /r~), provided that the channel depth satisfies An= Anc, where 

Anc = (m;,r;r1
• If the injection is done with a perfectly Gaussian laser beam focused to a 

waist size of r0 at the channels entrance then 100% of the injection laser energy will 

couple into the guided mode. If a perfectly Gaussian laser beam is not at its waist at the 

channel entrance, or if the waist size is different from the guided mode size for that 

particular channel, a corresponding fraction of the laser energy will couple to higher order 

modes in the channel. This loss mechanism we will refer to as the coupling loss. 

Another loss mechanism in a realistic channel results from the laser tunneling 

through the channel walls. Experimentally created channels do not have infinitely high 

walls. Rather, as the profiles in Figure 5-10, the channel walls will reach a peak height and 

then fall off rapidly as shown in Figure 5-28. In our experiments, Section 5.2, the channel 

depth, width, and wall thiclmess at 600 ps after ignition were Anch <-= 1.5 x 1018 em - 3, 
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nb ""'7 x 1018 em - 3, xch ""'8 J1m, and Ax ""'3 J1m respectively. In such a channel there are 

no bound modes. The laser can leak out through the ftnite thickness walls, coupling to the 

continuum outside the channel. The degree of this leakiness depends on the channel 

depth, Anch, width, 2Xch· and the wall thickness, Ax. The leakage loss is much larger for 

higher order modes, and any power not coupled into the fundamental mode of the channel 

is rapidly lost. Because of the ftnite transverse extent of the channel, peripheral parts of 

the laser pulse may miss the plasma all-together, spilling outside the channel, the spillage. 

Figure 5-28 

Schematic of a realistic plasma channel profile. 

We have identifted three different mechanisms of loss: coupling loss, leakage or 

tunneling loss, and spillage. This section presents calculations of all three types of loss 

and makes a comparison to the experimental data. Since in the experiments of this thesis 

the channels typically had guiding properties in one transverse direction only (Figure 5-9), 

a 1-D theory is used to describe the channel properties. 
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, 5.3.5 Loss from Leakage into Continuum. 

To quantitatively estimate the contributions of these two loss mechanisms, the 

channel mode is assumed to be close to the fundamental mode of the infinite wall channel. 

Next, the equation describing the eigen modes in 1-D channel geometry is derived. The 

coupling efficiency and leakage rate are then estimated as functions of the input beam 

waist size and position, channel depth, width, and wall thickness. 

Keeping the transverse derivative in the right hand side of Eq. (2.5) and (assuming 

that the laser pulse evolves slowly on the laser frequency time scale) using an eikonal 

approximation: ~
2

2 z -k: + 2ikz ~, where a0 = a(z,r)ei(kzz-M), the paraxial wave 

equation is obtained: 

(5.7) 

The lowest order mode (solution to Eq. (5.7) with the fourth term on the left hand 

side taken to be zero) in an infmite wall channel, An = Anchx2 I x;h, is a gaussian 

(5.8) 

where M; = 
4

ne
2 

~ch . The dispersion relation for this fundamental mode is found from 
me 

Eq. (5.7) to be 
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where kt = 
4rre

2:b. Hence, the k-number inside the channel wall is 
me 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

For the channel depth, llkp, to be sufficient for guiding it is necessary that the laser pulse 

be evanescent in the channel walls (i.e. kw2<0). In two dimensions (from Section 2.2) this 

condition is An > ll.nc = ( nrri f 1 
or, expressed differently, 

.._ _ ~4ne2An ~ 
UA- 2 > 

me r0 

(5.11) 

changes in the 1-D case to 

(5.12) 

as derived from Eq. (5.10). Thus, for the same transverse channel dimension, the density 

depression required for 1-D guiding in a slab channel is four times smaller than that for 2-

D guiding in a cylindrical channel. 

The radiation that leaks through the wall continues to propagate as a plane wave 

at an angle, a, to the channel axis. This angle is determined from the boundary condition 

requirement, that z-components of the k-vectors inside and outside the channel be equal. 

The angle a can be alculated from the dispersion relation Eq. (5.9) and is given by 

sina= (5.13) 
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The rate of leakage can now be estimated with a Poynting vector argument: 

(5.14) 

Where P is the guided laser power, Eo is the electric field amplitude on the channel 

axis, and Eout is the amplitude of the electric field tunneled through the channel wall 

(5.15) 

fu the experiments of Section 5.1.3, the channel depth, width, and wall thickness, at 

L\x ~ 3J.1m. These parameters give a guided mode radius of Xo ~ 8.33,Um, the k-number 

inside the channel's wall of kw = i1.56 x 105 m-1, the angle of leakage of sin a= 0.0675, 

and tunneled to on-axis field ratio of Eout ~ 0.25. By calculating the leakage exponent of 
Eo 

Eq. (5.14) an estimate for the energy loss from the gUided mode through tunneling is 

estimated to be- 35%. 

5.3.6 Losses to Higher Order Modes and Refraction 

A Gaussian laser beam, not properly mode matched at the entrance of a plasma 

channel, will not deliver all of its energy into the lowest order guided mode of the channel. 

Part of the energy will couple to higher order modes of the channel, while the rest will 

miss the plasma and propagate outside the spark. Next, a calculation of the coupling 
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efficiency to the fundamental Gaussian mode of the channel is presented. 

In an infinite wall channel case a lowest order Gaussian beam 

2( 1 i(J)/C) 
a oc e-x w2 <z> + 2R(z> ' where 

w(z) =w0~1+c:r. ZR = i~, andR(z)=z+?, 

couples to the Gaussian guided mode with efficiency C = e2
, where e is given by 

1 1 
-+--+ 
x~ w2(z) ( 

1 1 )
2 

m2
1 c

2 

-+-- +-~-
X~ w2 (z) 4R2 (z) 

When the laser waist is at the channel's entrance, Eq. (5.16) simplifies to 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

For the case of x0 ~ 8.33,um and w0 = 2.4FA- 5.16f..L11t, the efficiency is -93%. In a 

finite radial extent plasma channel, a portion of the laser energy spills outside the channel. 

· The steep plasma density gradient in the shock acts as a defocusing lens and the laser 

power incident on the shock is deflected and will not be collected by the Mg}<2 lens. The 

portion of energy spilled, (the portion of the laser energy outside the spark), is given by 

(5.18) 

The portion of laser energy lost due to the refraction by the shock front is 

(5.19) 
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For the case of x0 ~8.33,um ,w0 =2.4FA-- 5.76,um,, and z=O, the co~biD.ed fr~tional 

loss ofEq.(5.18) and Eq. (5.19) is Ls=Lspmed+Lrer0.0055. 

These simple estimates are consistent with the experiment, as seen below. 

5.3.7 Coupling and Transmission Efficiency Measurements 

Presented in this section is a preliminary study of the energy losses in laser 

guiding. The discussion of this section will be used to direct future investigations~ 

Figure 5-31 

The energy is measured by integrating the pixel values over a selected image area. The area shown 

corresponds to the measurement of the guided energy. 

The images in Figure 5-19 demonstrate that, as the gas jet is moved further away 

from the laser focus, the mode coupling into the channel worsens, i.e. larger portions of 

the injected laser energy are not coupled into the channel, but rather spilled outside the 
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channel. Quantitatively, the image intensity integral is a measure of the laser energy. By 

taking intensity integrals of the CCD images, we will compare the amount of the laser 

energy guided by the channel to the total intensity integral of the CCD image (full beam 

energy, Etwt) and the image intensity integral of the vacuum propagated beam (Evacuum ). 

The intensity integral of the isolated central lobe of the images is taken to be the guided 

energy. An example of the image area chosen for the measurement of the guided energy is 

shown in Figure 5-31. 
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jet position. 

The ratio of the guided energy, E8, to the total image intensity integral,~~~ is shown in 
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Figure 5-32. As expected, the fraction of the laser beam that is coupled into the channel is 

larger as the injection pulse focus is moved closer to the jet's edge than when the gas jet is 

moved further away from the laser focus position in vacuum. It should be noted that the 

F -numbers of the off-axis parabola and the imaging MgF 2 lens are rathe{ close and the 

collection angle is limited Nevertheless, the leakage of the fundamental mode of the 

plasma channel is fully collected. 

As the laser waist is moved closer to the channel entrance, the laser spotsize 

becomes comparable with the channel size and most of the power is coupled to the modes 

of the channel. The ratio of Eg to the Etuu approaches -60 %. This number is in good 

agreement with the results of Section 5.3.5, where the leakage fraction was calculated to 

be -35% (i.e. EgfEtuu- 65%). 

The fraction of the laser energy spilled outside the channel (Efullffivacuum) is plotted 

in the graph of Figure 5-33. Also shown is the theoretical prediction of Eq.(5.18). 

Agreement is fair. 

The guided laser energy was measured to be at most -o.2 of the injected beam 

energy (calculated from images of laser beams propagating in vacuum, i.e. with the gas jet 

oft). This number is about a factor of 3 lower than the predictions of Section 5.3.6. There 

are several factors that could explain this discrepancy. 
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Figure 5-33 

Energy fraction outside the guided lobe, or spillage, (Etuu-E8)1Evacuum. Measured- squares, 
calculated- dashed line. 

The injection laser beam is not a pure zero order Gaussian mode. The plasma 

channel, similarly to a spatial filter, selects only the lowest Gaussian mode. The injection 

laser beam is believed to be 70% Gaussian at best. 

The plasma density of the gas jet is naturally smaller near the edges than in the 

center. The inverse Bremsstrahlung is less efficient in heating lower density plasma 

(Section 3.1.3). Therefore, the channel near the gas jet edge is not as deep, or wide as in 

the center of the jet. This "closed" end of the channel will act as a defocusing lens, which is 

likely to dramatically reduce the injection laser coupling efficiency. To experimentally 

verify whether this effect is indeed present, a transverse diagnostic, such as 90° Thomson 

scattering or transverse interferometry is needed. 
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From the temperature measurement of Section 5.2, Te-120eV, the degree of 

ionization of nitrogen in these experiments is believed to be 5. The intensity needed to 

ionize the ftfth electron (97.89 eV ionization potential) is -1.51016W/cm2
• To ionize the 

sixth electron (552 eV), the intensity of -101~/cm2 is required. Although it is possible that 

a fraction of nitrogen atoms were additionally ionized by the injection laser pulse and 

ionization refraction has reduced, somewhat, the amount of the laser power coupled into 

the channel, this is not believed to be a major factor, because the density depression in the 

channel, 1.5xl018 cm-3
, is on the order of the neutral gas density in the jet 
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Figure 5-34 

Ratio the guided laser beam energy, Eg, to the energy of the vacuum propagated beam (Gas Jet 

turned off), Evacuum, vs. the gas jet position. 

With that in mind, we compare the energy transmission efficiency predicted in 
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Section 5 with that measured by introducing an arbitrary scaling factor to match the peak 

transmission efficiency, Figure 5-34. The qualitative behavior of the experimental data 

matches the calculated for z<lmm. The transmission efficiency increases for z> Imm. 

This can be attributed to the fact that, at those gas jet positions, the spillage fraction is 

large (Figure 5-33), resulting in a substantial intensity propagating alongside the plasma 

channel. The tunneling through-the channel walls from the outside of the channel into the 

guided mode would increase the measured guided energy. 

5.4 Summary 

Experiments, presented in this chapter have demonstrated the viability of the Ignitor

Heater plasma channel creation technique for high intensity laser guiding. 

Plasma channels were formed, for the first time, in multiply ionized nitrogen and 

hydrogen without the need for high Z gas additives. A gas jet was used to avoid ionization 

induced refraction. Gas jet density profile was characterized as a function of the distance to 

the orifice and the transverse coordinate, using 2-D interferometry of the plasma created 

with the Ignitor pulse only. The plasma temperature was calculated from ion acoustic speed 

(shock front expansion speed) measurements, performed with femtosecond 2-D 

interferometry. These calculations were found to agree well with predictions from the 

inverse Bremsstrahlung theory (Chapter 3). The results of the temperature measurements 

were cross-checked by calculating the energy deposition from the- Sedov's theory. The 

ionization degree of nitrogen was calculated from the inferred plasma temperature to be -5. 

The laser intensity necessary for ionization of the 6 electron of nitrogen is -1019 W/cm2
• 
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The vertical plasma density profiles of the channels had a density minimum on axis, while 

the horizontal profiles did not. 

The guiding properties of plasma channels were tested by injecting an intense 

(5xl017 W/cm2
) short (75 fs) laser pulse at a fixed delay time of -600 ps after the heating. 

By measuring the position of the laser beam waist in vacuum and with a plasma channel in 

nitrogen, it was proven that the laser was guided in the vertical direction over the full length 

of the jet, -10 ~ 

Consistent with the plasma channel density profile measurements, the laser pulses 

were guided in the vertical direction only. The plasma channel shape was modified to have 

an aspect ratio closer to 1 by decreasing the Ignitor pulse intensity and thus reducing the 

horizontal extent of the initial spark. The laser pulses were shown to be guided in both 

transverse directions by such channels. Future experiments will concentrate on improving 

the 2-D guiding properties of the plasma channels. 

Insertion loss in nitrogen plasma channels was studied both experimentally and 

theoretically. Guiding losses in realistic plasma channels can be caused by leakage, 

spillage, and coupling loss. Leakage or tunneling loss occurs because of the finite radial 

extent of the channel plasma. The guided mode can couple to the continuum outside the 

channel walls and, in that way, the laser energy can leak out of the channel. Spillage is also 

due to the finite radial extent of the plasma, it is the loss of the laser energy that falls outside 

the plasma walls at the entrance of the channel. The coupling loss occurs if the laser mode 

at the entrance of the channel does not exactly match the lowest order Gaussian mode of the 

channel. This causes a portion of the laser energy to couple to the higher order modes of 

the channel for which the leakage rate is much higher. 

Insertion losses due to these mechanisms were measured as functions of the gas jet 

position with. respect to the vacuum focus position of the injection laser pulse. Spillage and 
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leakage mechanisms were found to agree well with the theoretical predictions. The coupling 

loss was measured to be much higher than the calculated value. This difference is attributed 

to the fact that the injected laser beam has a large higher order mode content. Future 

experiments will concentrate on injecting a purer TEMoo laser mode. 

Plasma channels produced in hydrogen were shown to affect the laser beam profile 

in a manner similar to the nitrogen channels. However, channels with plasma density 

variation sufficient for guiding were not expected to be formed in hydrogen at the time 

delay of 600 ps. Future experiments with larger time delays of the injected laser beam are 

expected to demonstrate improved guiding in hydrogen channels. 

The next Chapter addresses the other two limitations on the acceleration length, i.e. 

laser pulse depletion and dephasing. 
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6 Driving Lase,r Pulse Evolution 

In this Chapter we present an analytic and numerical study of the coupling between a 

high intensity laser pulse and the plasma wake in the context ofLWFA in a homogeneous 

plasma and in a hollow channel. The presentation closely follows P. Volfbeyn et al., Phys.' 

Plas. Vol.4, 3403 (1997). 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the excitation of a large amplitude plasma wave (10 GV/m 

for a plasma wave with 8n/n0 = 0.1 at n0 = 1018 cm-3
) requires laser intensities on the 

order of 1018 W /cm2 (for a laser wavelength -1 micron). At such high intensities the index 

of refraction of the plasma is modified by its interaction with the laser pulse. This 

modification occurs through relativistic effects as well as through laser ponderomotive 

force driven plasma density modulation arising from the excited plasma wave. The 

interaction with the plasma affects both the longitudinal and transverse properties of the 

laser pulse. These, in tum, lead to changes in the coupling of the laser pulse to the plasma 

and, thus, in properties of the accelerating plasma wave. Understanding these issues is 

important for evaluation and optimization of the efficiency of LWF A designs and in 

understanding experimental results. In this Chapter a one dimensional (1-D), nonrelativistic 

analytic model of the driving pulse evolution and supporting simulation results will be 

presented, with emphasis on the effects of energy depletion, longitudinal laser pulse shape 

distortion, and changes in the group velocity and center wavelength of the pulse. 

In this Chapter a new diagnostic method that measures the laser energy coupling to 

the plasma wave based on the measurement of the changes of the driving laser pulse [9] is 

discussed. This diagnostic derives information about the excited plasma wave from the 
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phase (or frequency) evolution of the driving laser pulse. It is passive, in that it does not 

require additional laser pulses or an externally injected electron beam. The temporal 

resolution of the laser pulse phase is shown to provide information about the temporal 

profile of the plasma wave. 

In Section 6.1 a one dimensional (1-D), nonrelativistic analytic model of the 

driving pulse evolution and supporting simulation results is presented, with emphasis on 

the effects of energy depletion, longitudinal laser pulse shape distortion, and changes in 

the group velocity and center wavelength of the pulse. Section 6.1.1 presents approximate 

scaling laws th~t describe the evolution of the driving laser pulse and discusses their 

consequences for acceleration. In Section 6.1.2, 1-D equations to rp.odel the evolution of a 

laser pulse in a plasma are derived and numerical solutions of these equations are 

presented. 

In Section 6.2 the one dimensional nonrelativistic analytic model of the driving pulse 

evolution described in Section 6.1 is extended to study the hollow channel geometry. The 

use of energy conservation in this theoretical approach greatly simplifies the analysis. 

6.1.1 Approximate Scaling Laws 

With 8n!n0 in Eq. (2.15), Eq. (2.6) could now be analyzed. However, before 

doing so, it is instructive to obtain a qualitative picture of the evolution of the driving 

laser pulse as it excites a plasma wake. We first consider the simplified 1-D case of a laser 

pulse with a flat -top temporal profile propagating in a plasma with a density profile co-
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moving with the laser pulse that changes linearly in ~ , i.e. m~ = ~o + Kg. Here 

g = z- ct, and K is the constant plasma density gradient. The term Kg 

phenomenologically represents the plasma density change due to plasma waves excited 

by the laser pulse. A more sophisticated qualitative analysis of driving laser pulse 

evolution was presented by Bulanov et al. [56]. 

For ao<<l, the plasma modifies the phase and group velocities of the laser as 

(6.1) 

where k = m /c is the wavenumber of the laser. 

When the plasma density varies with ~ and not z, different portions of the pulse 

continuously experience different plasma densities. As a result, the phase and group 

velocities are different for different portions of the laser pulse. This, in turn, leads to 

changes in frequency and duration of the laser pulse and, in self-consistent description, 

allows for energy balance. The leading edge of the laser pulse moves slower than the 

trailing edge by a factor 

~ 2 2, K'C' 
Ll V = ell 1 - m P I m = c --2 , · 2m 

(6.2) 

where 't is the laser pulse length. Thus 

1 dr LlV K'!' 

c dt =-~=-2m2 • 
(6.3) 

Similarly, the change in distance between adjacent crests of the laser wave can be 

found from 
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(6.4) 

Note that, to the third order in (roplro) the product "t'A remains constant: 

(6.5) 

Equivalently, 'tlro=const. As it will be seen later in this Section, the laser created wave has 

a density gradient that decreases towards the end of the laser pulse. Hence, in the case of 

K' > 0, the linear plasma profile effects the laser pulse in a manner similar to that of a self-

consistent wake. 

Theoretically, the interaction between the driving laser and plasma can be viewed 

as a decay of electromagnetic laser wave into a plasma wave and a frequency shifted 

electromagnetic wave. Since the laser pulse duration 't is of the order of one half the 

plasma period, the spectral bandwidth of the laser pulse is larger than the plasma 

frequency. An electromagnetic wave shifted by wP will remain a part of the laser pulse, 

resulting only in a change in the frequency of the laser pulse. Because the scattered 

electromagnetic wave remains a part of the laser pulse, the number of photons in the laser 

pulse is conserved, the energy is lost by reduction in frequency and not by loss 

(conversion) of photons [57]. This action invariance in laser wakefield generation is a 

realization of the Manley-Rowe relationship. Since the number of photons is 

proportional to the energy of the laser pulse divided by the frequency: 

Nph oc E 2r I w =canst.; combining this with the previous result, r I w =canst., we obtain 

E= canst .. 
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To summarize, the laser pulse shortens and reddens as it propagates in a plasma 

with a density profile linearly decreasing towards the back of the laser pulse. Thus the 

laser pulse also loses energy, i.e. it depletes [58]. The reddening and shortening combined 

with an increase in a0 conserve the number of photons in the laser pulse which, in the 

linear density profile case, is equivalent to electric field amplitude in the laser pulser, E, 

being constant. 

Combining the Eqs. (6.3) and (6.5) we obtain 

(6.6) 

where mi = m(z = 0), and subscript i signifies the initial unperturbed quantity from now 

on. By solving Eq. (6.6) we find the z-dependence of the laser pulse duration -r, 

(6.7) 

or, equivalently, 

(6.8) 

To determine the effect of these changes in the drive pulse back on the wakefield, 

we combine the above results with the expression for the electric field amplitude of the 

wake in a hollow channel, obtained by substituting a flat-top laser profile into Eq. (2.15) 

Ez = 2kpi mc
2

laol2 sin(kpi'l" )cos[kpi(c; + ")], 
4e 2 2 

(6.9) 

where kpi = mPJ c, with E=aow=const., and ao/aoi=w/0)=1/ ~1- KZI mf. From Eq. (6.9) it 

is seen that, for fixed ao and kp, there exists an optimal value the pulse length r = n I kp; . A 
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reduction in coupling due to the pulse length decrease can be more than offset by the 

increase in ao as the pulse propagates through plasma (see Eq. (6.9)). 

As the spectrum of the laser pulse reddens its group velocity decreases. An 

important parameter for a L WF A accelerating section is the dephasing length. A highly 

relativistic electron will move faster than the phase velocity of the plasma wake. Such 

electron may not be accelerated infinitely in a single L WF A stage because it will 

eventually traverse the accelerating region of the plasma wake and "slip" into the 

decelerating region. The distance over which an electron moving with a speed close to the 

speed of light slips over 1t radians of the wakefield phase is called the dephasing length. 

Using Eq. (6.1) for the laser pulse group velocity, and Eq. (6.8) for the frequency 

evolution, the dephasing length for the linear density variation, flat-top laser pulse case is 

[ = [ (1- e-Ldeph I ldpl) 
deph dpl ' (6.10) 

where ldpl = ml I K is the distance after which all of the laser energy is lost to the wake, 

2n w2 

the full depletion length, and Ldeph = cr?-. 
ch p 

As pointed out in the discussion following Eq. (6.9), a high accelerating gradient is 

maintained even after a substantial fraction of the laser energy is depleted. By increasing 

the laser amplitude while keeping the plasma density constant, so that the ratio of the 

dephasing length to the depletion length is increased, the portion of the laser energy 

deposited into the plasma wave can be increased. 

In a realistic scenario, the plasma wake profile excited by the laser pulse· is far 
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from linear, causing the character and speed of the dephasing process to change, and 

deviate from that described inEq. (6.1), as will be shown in Section 6.1.2. 

6.1.2 SELF-CONSISTENT EVOLUTION OF THE LASER 
PULSE 

In this Section an eikonal theory of laser evolution based on the fluid model is 

presented. We define a0 = be -i<t>, where b is real and a slow function of z and ~ , and <I> 

is also real and a slow function of z, and <I> has fast variations in ~. The real part of Eq. 

(2. 6) becomes 

(6.11) 

and the imaginary part is 

The equations were made dimensionless by dividing both parts of Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) 

by the wave number of the laser, k2
• Also, the quantity X= IS I e was introduced. 

Since wP lw <<1, as a small quantity, it is useful to rewrite Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) 

to contain only the lowest order (in wP lro ) terms. In Eq. (6.11) the fourth term on the 

left hand side, and the right hand side are lowest order in wP lw , as will be proven a 

posteriori. In Eq. (6.12) the third, fourth, and the fifth terms dominate. 

(J) 

Rewriting Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) to the lowest order in _p_ we obtain 
(J) 
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and 

and 

a<P a<P x 
-----=-

a(kz) ack~) 2 

From Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) and the definition of <I> and b, 

ab 
a(kz) 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

(6.15a) 

(6.15b) 

(6.15c) 

It is readily seen that any £ derivative except ~ adds at least one order in m P : 
a~ m 

performing a £ derivative is similar to dividing by the number of laser periods contained 

in the laser pulse. Indeed, the length of the laser pulse is of the order of _!_ for best 
kp 

coupling to the plasma wake, and the laser period is order l· Therefore, 

(6.15d) 

(6.15e) 
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(6.15f) 

(6.15g) 

The results obtained in Section 6.1.1 for a flat-top pulse are recovered by taking 

the ~ derivative of both sides in Eq. (6.13), namely 

am= __ 1_a k; 
i}z 2m ag (6.16) 

and 

a az (bm) = 0, (6.17) 

where ~~~ has been neglected in the first equation and ~; in the second. 

To simulate the effects of the laser pump depletion self-consistently we start with 

an expression for the plasma density modulation, Eq. (2.15), obtained under assumption 

that the perturbation is small compared to the unperturbed density, 8n/ fl<<l, and taking 

the laser pulse to be a plane wave, 

(6.18) 

where the third term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.15) is zero under the plane wave 

assumption. The right hand side ofEq. (6.13) can be rewritten as 
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to the lowest order in h2 
, where the term 1 I y = 1- b2 I 4 comes from the relativistic 

correction to the plasma frequency. 

Eq. (6.14) conserves the action (the number of photons) of the laser pulse. To 

prove this statement the action is rewritten in terms of b and <I> : 

(6.20) 

Using Eq. (6.14) we obtain: 

(6.21) 

After integrating Eq. (6.21) by parts, we obtain 

because the laser amplitude is zero at infinity. 

Energy conservation in the system, described by Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14), is verified 

by considering first the amount of energy per unit area in the laser pulse: 

(6.23) 

The energy loss by the laser per unit propagation distance is given by 

where both Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) have been employed. Substituting for X from Eq. 

(6.19) the Eq. (6.24) becomes 
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(6.25) 

The amount of energy in the wake per unit length is calculated by adding the 

electric field energy and the kinetic energy of the electron fluid: 

As can be seen from Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26) all the energy lost by the laser pulse is stored 

in the wake. 

~ 
The evolution of the amplitude b and frequency of a laser pulse as it ag 

propagates in a plasma has been obtained by integrating Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) 

numerically. Figure 6-1 shows the longitudinal profile of the driving laser pulse vector 

potential and the relative change in the refractive index of the plasma, corresponding to 

the plasma wake. Similarly to the simple model of Sec. 6.1.1, it is because different parts 

of the laser pulse experience different values of the index of refraction, the laser pulse 

develops a temporal phase chirp. In Figure 6-2, b and <I> are shown as functions of ~ 

after the laser pulse propagated a distance z=Ldeph· 

The frequency spectrum of the laser pulse is redshifted and widened (Figure 6-3a) 

resulting in a change in the laser pulse-shape (Figure 6-3b ). Such large frequency shifts 

should be easily observed experimentally. 
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Figure 6-1 

The amplitude of the laser pulse vector potential, b, gaussian pulse shape with the pulselength 

calculated to maximize the coupling to the plasma wake, and the plasma oscillation, 

DX =X -1, fromEq.(6.19). Plotted as function of distance from the head of the laser pulse, kg. 
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Figure 6-2 

The amplitude of the laser pulse vector potential, b, and the phase, <I>, as a function of kg after 

propagating for one dephasing length. Calculated by integrating Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) 

numerically with X calculated from Eq. (6.19), with W PI W 0 = 1150, a laser pulse with a 

gaussian pulse shape with the pulselength calculated to maximize the coupling to the plasma 

wake, and amplitude a0 = 0.5. 
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Figure 6-3 

a). Spectrum ofthe laser pulse (unnormalized, arbitrary units) before and after propagating for one 

dephasing length. b). The amplitude of the laser pulse vector potential, b, before and after 

propagating for one dephasing length. Calculated by integrating Eqs. ( 6.13) and ( 6.14) 

. numerically with X calculated from Eq. (6.19), with (J)P I m0 = 1150, a laser pulse with a 

gaussian pulse shape with the pulselength calculated to maximize the coupling to the plasma 

wake, and amplitude a0 = 0.5. 

The amplitude of the plasma wake remained nearly constant during the 

interaction, Figure 6-4, which is consistent with the predictions of Sec. 6.1.1. 
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Figure 6-4 

The plasma wave amplitude vs. propagation distance. The amplitude is not reduced by the laser 
pulse depletion. 

In conclusion, the plasma wake leaves an imprint on the pulse that excites it. 

Through time resolved measurement of the amplitude and phase of the laser pulse, 

information about the wake may therefore be obtained. The observed increase in the 

coupling strength supports the idea of trying to increase efficiency of a single stage 

accelerator by depleting the laser pulse energy, before dephasing terminates the 

acceleration. 

6.2 Driving Laser Pulse Evolution in a Hollow Channel 

In a hollow channel, in addition to the electromagnetic mode, an electrostatic mode 

is excited in the bulk of the plasma. The amplitude of the electric field of this electrostatic 

mode is zero at the channel boundary, peaks at a distance of order 1 /kp into the plasma, 

and decays away at large distances. In this section the feedback of both the 
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electromagnetic surface wake and the electrostatic bulk wake on the laser pulse IS 

considered. 

The coupling of the bulk mode to the laser pulse is of the same nature as that of 

the wake in a homogeneous plasma (see Sec. 6.1.2). The laser propagation is modified by 

the changes in plasma density caused by the excitation of the bulk mode. 

The plasma electron fluid in the electromagnetic wake mode behaves as if it is 

incompressible. The propagation of the laser pulse is affected by the ripple of the channel 

boundary due to the electromagnetic wake. The transverse displacement of the electron 

fluid effectively causes different longitudinal slices of the drive laser pulse to propagate in 

channels of different size, with varying phase and group velocity. 

A set of equations governing the driving laser pulse evolution in a hollow channel 

in a slab geometry, with the laser pulse infinite in the x -direction guided by a hollow 

channel of size 2d in y -direction, is derived next. The wave equation ( 6.20), can be 

reduced to an equation similar to Eq. (6.24). By keeping the transverse derivative in y, 

and assuming that the vector potential is of the form ax= £lo(~,z)R(y,d(~)), Eq. (6.23) 

can be rewritten as 

(6.27) 

2 ()R da 
where the cross term - ~ ::~ 0 has been neglected as well as the z derivatives of the 

R ()k~ dkz 

transverse function R because they are ofthe order (wP lw )
4

• 

Eq. (6.27) is identical to Eq. (6.14) except for the plasma coupling term X(~, 
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which we next evaluate using energy conservation. The energy stored per unit length of 

the electromagnetic plasma wake is given by: 

(6.28) 

By introducing a geometric factor with dimension of unit length, cw , which relates the 

wake energy per unit length to the wake's energy density on the channel's axis, we can 

rewrite Eq. (6.28) in a fashion similar to Eq. (6.26): 

where 

a . 00 e 00 k2 e 
cw = 2d + 2 f dyk;hl + 2 f dy(1 + f )e -

2
kP (y-d) + 2 f dy(2 + f ) c; e -

2
kP (y-d) 

-d d kch d kch kp (6.30) 

=( 5 + 6kpd + 3(kpdt +: (kpdf)/kp (1 + kpd). 

Similarly, the energy stored per unit length of the electrostatic bulk wake becomes 

(6.31) 

where 

cb = 2 T (1 + k; I k;)[(b(y)2 - b(d)2e -kp(y-d))2 + (-2(pl kp)b(y)2 + b(d)2 e -kp(y-d))2 ]t b(d)4 dy = 
d 

(2.61) 

Equivalently to Eq. (6.24), the energy change in the laser pulse per unit propagation 

distance is given by: 
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(2.33) 

where c1 is a geometric factor for the laser mode, similar to cw : 

d 00 

c1 = f dycos2(kyy) + 2 f dycos2(kyd)e-Zp(y-d) = d + 11 p. (6.34) 
-d d 

For energy to be conserved, it is therefore required that X be ofthe form: 

Laser evolution in a hollow channel can now be treated similarly to the 1-D case of 

Sec. 2.52 with exception of the coupling term, X(g), which is calculated using energy 

conservation and contains contributions from two wake modes with different frequencies. 

In addition the treatment can be extended to an arbitrary transverse profile plasma 

channel, provided the wake is known. 

~ 
The evolution of the amplitude b and frequency of a laser pulse as it ag 

propagates in a hollow channel plasma has been obtained by integrating Eqs. ( 6.13) and 

(6.14) ~umerically with X(£) calculated from Eq. (6.19). In Figure 6-4, b and <I> are 

shown as functions of £ after the laser pulse propagated a distance z=Lcteph in a hollow 

channel of width kPd = 1. The geometric energy density coefficients for this case are 

calculated to be: kpct = 2.48, kpcw = 7.67, and kpcb = 0.179. Since the geometric factor 

for the bulk mode is much smaller that that for the surface mode, the periodicity of the 

phase change in Figure 6-5 is 11 kch and otherwise the results are similar to those for the 

case of homogeneous plasma and plane wave laser pulse (Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3): the 
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frequency spectrum of the laser pulse is redshifted and widened (Figure 6-6a) resulting in 

a change in the laser pulse-shape (Figure 6-6b) and the amplitude of the plasma wake 

remained nearly constant during the interaction, which is consistent with the predictions · 

ofSec. 6.1.1. 
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Figure 6-5 

The amplitude of the laser pulse vector potential, b, and the phase, <P, as a function of k~ after 

propagating for one dephasing length in a hollow channel, kpd = 1. Calculated by integrating 

Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) numerically with X calculated from Eq. (6.19), with (J)P I m0 = 1/50, a 

laser pulse with a Gaussian pulse shape, and amplitude a0 = 0.5. 

This method could be extended to treating arbitrary channel shapes, provided the 

wakefield modes of those channels were known. Fluid simulations developed by B. A. 

Shadwick and J. S. Wurtele [16] allow characterization of the mode structure of channels 

with arbitrary plasma density profiles. Coupled with those, this theory will be able to 

provide a full selfconsistent picture of laser evolution as it excites the plasma wake, and 

the effect the depletion will have on the excited wake. 
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Figure 6-6 

a). Spectrum of the laser pulse (unnormalized, arbitrary units) before and after propagating for one 

dephasing length in a hollow channel, kPd = 1. b). The amplitude of the laser pulse vector 

potential, b, before and after propagating for one dephasing length in a hollow channel, kPd = 1. 

Calculated by integrating Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) numerically with X calculated from Eq. (6.19), with 

m P I m0 = 1 I 50, a laser pulse with a Gaussian pulse shape , and amplitude a0 = 0.5. 
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1 Conclusions 

This thesis addressed the limitations on the length of a Laser Wakefield 

accelerating stage. To overcome the laser diffraction length limit, a novel method of 

plasma channel production for laser guiding, the Ignitor - Heater technique, was proposed 

and tested experimentally. Laser pulse depletion and dephasing were studied theoretically 

by solving the problem of intense laser pulse evolution in plasmas. A laser wake 

diagnostic, based on the results of this theory, was proposed. 

The Ignitor - Heater plasma channel formation method makes use of two laser 

pulses. A femtosecond Ignitor pulse, brought to a line focus with a cylindrical optic, is 

used to initially ionize the gas. A longer, ~160 ps, heater pulse is then introduced to heat 

and further ionize the plasma through collisions. The heated cylinder of gas expands, 

creating radial plasma density distribution with a minimum on axis. Such a plasma channel 

is an optical waveguide. 

This scheme made it possible, for the first time, to create preformed guiding 

plasma channels in hydrogen and deeply ionized nitrogen without high atomic number 

additives, thereby allowing high intensity laser pulse guiding. To avoid the ionization 

induced refraction of the guided laser pulse, the plasma channels were formed in a plume 

of a pulsed gas jet.· It should be also noted that the Ignitor - Heater scheme employs 

cylindrical optics that could be kept out of the path of the accelerator beam and, 
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potentially, allow the recycling of the laser beams. The channel formation process was 

fully characterized with time resolved 2-D longitudinal interferometry diagnostic using a 

femtosecond probe pulse. From the measured dynamics of the radial shock expansion, the 

temperature and energy of the heated plasma were calculated. The ability to 

independently control the intensity of the Ignitor pulse allowed us to control the 

transverse extent of the initial ionization spark. The length ofthe initial spark effected the 

shape of the plasma channel. In this fashion channel transverse aspect ratio was 

controlled from~ 1 to ~ 10. 

Laser pulses at record high intensity (~5x1017 W/cm2
) were guided in these 

channels over ~ 10 Rayleigh lengths. Control over the channel shape allowed us to 

observe guiding in one transverse dimension, for channels with high aspect ratio, or 

guiding in both X and Y, if a round channel was formed. Experimental and theoretical 

investigations were conducted to obtain further insight into the coupling of a laser pulse 

to the plasma channel guided mode and the tunneling of the trapped laser through the 

channel wall. 

The self-consistent theoretical treatment of laser pulse propagation in underdense 

plasma was presented in Chapter 5. The laser pulse was shown to lose its energy to the 

plasma wave by reduction in the frequency, not loss or conversion of photons. A 

prediction of an approximate linear theory, that the excited wave amplitude is not 

strongly affected by the driving laser pulse depletion, was verified by numerically 

integrating the self-consistent equations. This is an important result for L WF A design, 
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suggesting that a large portion of the driving laser pulse can be depleted in a dephasing 

length without reduction in accelerating gradient. 

The 1-D theory was extended to treat the case of a laser exciting a wake in a 

hollow plasma channel, by making use of an energy conservation argument. This method 

is applicable to a plasma channel of arbitrary radial plasma density profile, provided that 

the wakefield modes are known for such a channel. 

Because the laser pulse evolution is governed by the plasma wave that is created 

within the laser pulse duration, the excited wave time resolved amplitude can be inferred 

from the time dependence of the laser phase. Thus, the theory of this thesis, combined 

with a temporally resolved measurement of the laser phase, can serve as a diagnostic of 

the excited plasma wave profile (within the laser pulse). The formalism of Chapter 5 can 

be applied to calculating the evolution of any laser pulse, propagating with the wake. The 

theory of this thesis can be used to add value to already existing Longitudinal 

Interferometry diagnostic [11] by calculating the evolution of the interferometric probe 

pulse with taking into account the effects of group and phase velocities slippage. 

Beyond its impact ·on the development of laser-plasma accelerators, this thesis 

lays the groundwork for many new physics experiments. The 2-D interferometer 

diagnostic with femtosecond temporal resolution demonstrated measurement of the 

plasma density and temperature. The gas jet characterization technique, developed as a 

part of this thesis, will be of immediate interest for plasma lens experiments planned at 

the Stanford Linear Collider. The temperature measurement allows calculation of the 

inverse Brehmsstrahlung crossection, relevant for understanding the absorption of high 
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